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POLITICAL AFFAIR.I

EXPRESSES

ITS SOLIDARITY \(ITH

THESE COURAGEOUS FIGHTERS FOR PEACE, DEMOCRACY,
NEGRO EQUALITY, AND SOCIALISM.

An Editorial
Parrucr HENnv was right when he
wrote Richard Henry Lee in November, 1788, that "the American
union depends on the success of a
Bill of Rights." FIe meant that without guarantees of the adoption of a
Bill of Rights, the Constitution
would never be ratified and there
would be, quite literally, no American union. He was absolutely right,
and it was only these guaranteesforced by the united will of the
masses-which did bring the ratification of our Constitution and did
cherish.
cement the Republic
*we
On March 27, 1956, agents of the
Treasury Department accompanied
by police seized the offices of a political party-whose status was even
then being litigated in the Supreme
Court of the United States-and Put
padlocks on their doors, from New
York to California. And armed

paper and padlocked its doors, after
requiring the editors, in the midst
of their work, to vacate the place at
once.

In so doing the Government seized
the Bill of Rights, for the heart of
the Bill of Rights lies in the declaration that the Government may not
act against "freedom of speech or the
press or the right of the people peaceably to assemble."
But the Government "can explain
everything." Just a routine tax matter. The Bill of Rights was seized
for taxes! The Government claims
the right to take over the assets of
the Communist Party for taxes. And
no one can deny they are valuable
assets. What, for instance, is the value
of the framed Declaration of Independence on the Party's wall that an
agent was curiously examining?
What the value of Marx and Engels,
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of

Jeflerson and Roosevelt, whose
pictures adorn the board room?
The seizure of a political party
and a daily newspaper will prove,
we hope, to be the last straw in the

cheap "wise-guy" tactics that disgrace the practice of American justice. For years now, when unable
to prosecute particular political opponents constitutionally, the Administration sends them to jail
through technicalities and tricks.

For ordinary political

opponents,

tax evasion fills the bill, while for
supporters of peace and the Bill of
Rights, "contempt" and "perjury"
have become outstanding political
crimes. This has now been further
facilitated by the Supreme Court
decision upholding the Immunity
Act.

The present attack on the Communist Party and the Daily Worfter

bear all the trade-marks of the
"smart" political maneuvers of the
Brownell-Humphrey-Nixon cliquethe type of scheme for which Nixon
earned the nickname of "Tricky
Dick." Is it not time that these gamblers with the people's welfare should
be taught that the American

have seen through their

masses

shabby

charlatanism of meeting each election campaign with a new sensation

Red-baitingl In ry48, it was the
Truman Administration that began
its campaign with the indictment of
the Communist Party's National
Board. ln ry54, Democrats and Republicans vied with each other in
passing the incredible "Comrnunist

in

SEIZING THE BILL OF RIGHTS

Control Act." And in 1956 the Administration starts with this modern

version

of the

notorious Palmer

Raids.

There is an additional aspect to
the Administration's action. Taking
a leaf out of the Dixiecrats' defiance
of the Supreme Court, the Administration seeks to make a fait accompli
out of the pending Court decision on
the McCarran Act. By "putting the
Communists out of business," they
could both anticipate and infuence

the Court's

decision. Undoubtedly,

Brownell's deep meditation on our
constitutional system of checks and
balances led him to turn the job over
to the Treasury Department.
With the blind effrontery charac-

teristic of all hard-shelled reactionaries, this Administration-known
to all Americans as the Cadillac
Cabinet and the give-away, take-

away Administration-which

has

permitted enormous tax-steals by the
big monopolies, which has shot the
tax structure full of new loopholes
for the rich, seizes the Daily Wor\cr
and the Communist Party for alleged
non-payment of income taxes! Where
are the seizures and prosecutions of

the oil trust for their publicly known
and colossal tax evasions? of the big
corporations for their graft and excess profits in the arms contractsl
of the natural gas concerns for their

naked attempts at bribery of Senators and other public officials?
itn*
It would be a mistake to assume
that these raids, coupled with the

of the Supreme
Court on the Immunity Act, disproves the analysis that has been
made that new winds are blowing
in our country. Those new winds

reactionary decision

are real and reflect a widespread re-

vulsion against McCarthyism on
the part of the American people
and a growing dedication to the
principles of the Bill of Rights. It is
true that the reactionary forces are
mounting new attacks, but the rising people's resistance will overcome
them.

We believe that the BrownellHumphrey-Nixon gang has miscalculated. A frontal assaul[ upon the
Bill of Rights cannot sit well with
Americans.

The Nea Yorli Post spoke out
editorially at once and certainly it
will not be the last paper to say:
"The press should be especially
aroused by the spectacle of the padlocking of a newspaper. Surely the
precedent should concern every
journalist who has decried the peril

of

government censorship."

The American Civil Liberries
IJnion, through its Director, Mr.
Patrick Malin, saw the action as one

of a political
party and, particularly, as representing "an infringement on freedom of

seeking "harassment"

the press." Certainly, the ACLU

will

not be the last organization to speak

out on ,nt'

T.r,:o".*
The raids did not succeed in stopping the functioning of the Party

or of the Daily Worfter. The newspaper came out the next day even
though written and edited

in

the

midst of the eviction and under the

of the government agents. This
was only to be expected by those
who know the indomitable spirit
of these newspapermen. We know
that they acted not only in the
courageous spirit spirit natural to the
class for which their paper is named,
but that they also acted, consciously,
as newspapermen in the finest traditions of their craft, defending a
liberty bought with the sr-rfiering of
hundreds of martyrs here and
throughout the world.
eyes

They acted, too, as Americans defending their heritage and their freedoms and knowing that in doing so
they were at the same time defending the heritage and the freedoms
o[ every one of their compatriots.

They knew that

in so acting

the

American people agreed with them,
whatever differences they might
have or might think they have with
the political views of those editors.
We believe that the vast majority
of the American people, and especially trade unionists and the Negro
masses, will recognize the acute
dangers of this type of arbitrary gov-

ernmental action. In defending the
right of the Daily Worfter and the
Communist Party to function, all

Americans-whatever

their

own
m8
the
ica.

THE ROAD TO

Ihe Road to Socialism, I

Tnr

cr,NrneI. MANNER

in which

the

workers of the world expect and plan

to achieve Socialism has always been

By William Z. Foster

a question of major concern. From
the inception of the Marxist movement over a century ago its leading
theoreticians, Marx, Engels, Lenin,
and Stalin, have alwavs paid basic
attention to the concrete way, in the
main if not in detail, by which ,Socialism may be achieved. And one
of the greatest strengths of Mao
Tse-tung, the leader of the Chinese
Revolution, has been his constant
development of this matter. The consideration of the road to Socialism
inevitably has ever been a fundamental part of the basic Marxist program.

The utmost clarity regarding the
way to abolish capitalism and to
establish Socialism is imperative-in
order to light up the path of the advancing working class, to prevent the
workers from being misled by opportunist theories of the automatic growing over of capitalism into Socialism,
to guard against destructive distortions and misrepresentations of the
Marxist program, and to save the
workers from being confronted with
basic problems which they have not
previously contemplated.
One of the most constant features
of the century-long discussion of the
road to Socialism is the fact that the

Khrushchea has done.-The Editor

outstanding Marxist theoreticians,
starting with the Commwnist Manilesto,have always spoken with frankness on the subject. They have not

hesitated to discuss fully with the
workers all the questions of legality

SOCIALISM

and violence, relating to the central
problem that stands ahead of the
working class. The works of Marx,
Lenin, and others are full of this
frankness. The need for such open
discussion is just as great now as
ever. This is the only way that the
class enemy's lies on this subject can
be refuted, and, at the same time, the

understanding

of the

workers

be

made sure and firm. The Communist

movement must never leave itselll
exposed to charges of conspiratorial
designs: that it holds in reserve secret

political intentions, which it does not
fully explain in its program. Therc
are especially good reasons now why
the Communists should speak out
freely and frankly about how they
foresee the abolition of capitalism and

the establishment of Socialism.
Concern about the road to Socialism has naturally become of greater

moment during the past 40 years,
since the establishment of Socialism
has become a practical question in
various countries. The general result
of the Marxist studies in this question, however, has not been the working out of an infexible, blueorint
forecast of the proletarian revolution, but a conception subject to sub
stantial variations in the difierent cir.
cumstances of the many countries of
the world. It is a striking example
of the fexibility of Marxist theory
and analysis.

Although Socialism is manifestly
not on the immediate agenda in the
United States, nevertheless it is especially important for the American
Communist Party to have in mind
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a clear conceptioo of the road to Socialism in this country-not an elabo-

rate scheme

in rigid detail, but at

least a perspective

in

general outline.

The C.P.U.S.A. has had two striking
examples recently of this elementary
need. First, there was the attemPt
of Browder to implant in the Party
a confusing and crippling theory and
policy of trailing the working class
after monopoly capital, as the way
to realize the political monstrosity

that this opportunist would
substituted

for

have

Socialism. Browder

kind of oPPortunism-"progressive capitalism"was defeated, but his

still lingers actively upon the political
scene in this country. Second, there
is the current persecution of the
Ieaders of the Cornmunist Party by

States Government. To meet these
and similar attempts to cripple the
Party, it is imperative that our Party,
as other Communist parLies, should
have an understanding, in at least
outline form, of the road to Socialism

in the United

States. That we have

not presented and fought more aggressively in court for such a Program has been one of the most serious weaknesses of our trial defense.
MARX, ENGELS AND LEMN
CONSIDER THE ROAD
TO SOCIAIISM
Already in the Communist Moni'
lesto of 1848, Marx and Engels con-

cerned themselves basically with the
question of the road to Socialism.
Under the then-existing conditions,
they made it quite clear that the
workers-oppressed, exploited, most-

Iy devoid of the ballot, and living
under tyrannical governments-in
the face of all this repression and
violence, would have no alternative,

in fighting their way torvards Socialism, than

to

conduct

a

revolu-

tionary struggle: one outside the
narrow forms of capitalist legality
and against the capitalist class, the
feudal nobility, and their political
state. Among its statements to this
general efiect, the Manifesto says:
"the violent overthrow of the bourgeois state lays the foundation for the

iway of the proletariat." Marx also
of every
old society pregnant with a new
one." (Capital, Vol. I, p. 829). Marx
and Engels then saw no prosPects
ior either a peaceful or a legal revo'
lution. They, however, always oPposed this idea of cowPs d'etat bY

said, "Force is the midwife

minorities and based themselves upon
actions of the great majority of the
people.

In making such generalizations,
Marx and Engels did not, however,
lay down an ironclad dogma. Two
decades later Marx (with Engels'
agreement) made an important mod-

ification of the earlier statements in
the Manileslo regarding the road to
Socialism. Writing to Kugelmann in
r87r, he said: "The aim of the Proletaiian revolution is no longer (as
used to be thought) to transfer the

bureaucratic and military machinc
from one set of hands to another, but

to smash that machine. This is the

indispensable prerequisite for any
genuine folk-revolution on the Continent."
By the words "on the Continentr"
Marx intended, as it turned out later,
to make a reservation in his generalization regarding the road to Socialism in Great Britain and the United
States, where bourgeois democracy
was then far more highly developed
than in the European continental

countries. No doubt, factors in
Marx's reservation on this point
were, the establishment of a pretty
general manhood franchise in Great
Britain during the r86o's and the
enormous current growth of the
American proletariat, of whom the
men already possessed the general
franchise.

A

few years after the Kugelmann
letter, in 1878, Marx, in replying to
the German government's charges in
the Socialist trials of the time that
the German Socialists advocated force

and violence for achieving Socialism,
elaborated upon his earlier remarks
regarding Great Britain and the
United States, by pointing out at
least a possibility of a legal, if not
inevitably a peaceful, course for the
revolution in these two countries.
He said:

The goal in this case is the emanci
pation of the working class and the
transformation of society involved in
this emancipation. The fact, however,
is that historical development can remain 'pcaceful' only as long as those

who hold power in society at a given
time do not place violent obstacles in
the way. If, for example, the working
class in England or the United States
should win a majority in the Parlia-

ment

or

Congress,

it

could legally

abolish those laws and institutions
which obstruct its development and it
could do this only to rhe exrent that
social development exhibits such obstructions. And yet t-tre 'peaceful'movement could turn into a violent one as

a

result

of the

insurrection

of

those

in the old order. If they are
crushed by lorce (as they were in the
American Civil War and the French
Revolution) it is as rebels against thc
interested

legal powers.*
Marx wrote this passage during the
period of the latter phase of the competitive stage of capitalism. At that
time monopoly capital was already
beginning to appear. Subsequently,

Lenin, as other great Communist
thinkers, was likewise intensely inte-

in the road to Socialism, and
also like them, always considered
Marxism to be not a dogma but a
guide to action. Hence, almost 4o
years later and in a changed situation, he proceeded to amend Marx's
formulation of 1878. Writing in t9r7,
at the height of imperialist capitalist
rested

development, he declared that Marx's
distinction regarding a possible "Iegal" revolution in Great Britain and
the United States, which was true

when Marx made it, no longer applied. Lenin said, "Nowadays, in the
epoch of the first impcrialist war,
Marx's reservation lapses. Britain and
the United States, which have been
i

Marx-Engcls, Briefc,

!ol. II, pp. 516-f7.
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up till now (thanks to their exemption from militarism and bureaucracy) the last and greatest embodiments of Anglo-Saxon 'freedom,'
have at length come, Iike other nations, to wallow in the foul and
bloody mire of bureaucratic and militarist institutions, which establish a
universal tyranny. Today, in Britain
and the United States, no less than
elsewhcre, the smashing, the destruction of the 'ready-made State machinery' (which in these lands had

during the years rgr4-r9r7 achieved
the same imperialist perfection as on
the Continent of Europe) 'is the indispensable prerequisite of any folk

revolurion"' (Cited by Stalin in
Ieninism, Vol I, p. rrr). In this conception Lenin saw no chance for
either a legal or peaceful revolution

these two countries. In the same
volume, written in -,926, Stalin fully
supports the position of Lenin, but

in

with some important considerations,
reservations, to which we shall
return further along.
It is of the utmost importance, in
noting the variations made in the

or

Marxist conception of the road to Socialism, to realize that all this ii

development, since

the Communist

Mani'festo of over a century ago down
to the present time, has been a matter of applying the basically correct

principles

for the establishment

of

Socialism, worked out by Marx and
Engels rn the Manifesto, to the evolving capitalist system and Socialist

movement throughout over a hundred years of social development.

Lenin, like Marx, had no blueprint of the Revolution. FIe was

acutely aware that it was bound to
take on difierent features in difierent
countries in accordance with varying
national conditions. He said in ryr7
that all nations would come to Socialism; that this was inevitable. But,
he added, they would not come by
identical ways. Lenin's experience in
the Russian Revolution was soon to
show that he, like Marx, was quick
to grasp at the possibility for a peace-

ful path to

Socialism.

These fundamental realities must
be kept clearly in mind in pursuing
further our discussion of the road to
Socialism in the present period.

THE ROAD TO SOCXALISM
IN A CHANGING WORLD

Dgring the almost half a century
that elapsed between Marx's formulation of the road to Socialisrn in
r878 and Lenin's modification of
this conception in rgr7, marry proof Marx, or that the Communist found changes took place in the ecoparties of today, with their strivings nomic and political world. These defor the most peaceful and legal ad- cisively influenced Lenin's thinking.
vance possible towards Socialism, as On the one hand, the capitalist syswe shall develop further along, are tem evolved basically from the period
now "correcting" Lenin. The whole of free competition into that of mon-

nevertheless,

one unified historical

political-ideological development. It
is not that Marx "corrected" himself
in r87r and 1878; or that Lenin in
rgrT "corrected the earlier mistakes"

opoly and imperialism, and this of the Communist Party of the Souiet
change carried with it, as Lenin Union says, (p. 355): "The Marxistpointed out, the growth of hugc Leninist theory must not be regarded
armies, enormous monopolies, stifl- as a collection of dogmas, as a
ing military bureaucracies, and reactionary governments in all the major
capitalist countries. On the other
hand, there was also a big growth
of working class forces-political
parties, trade unions, cooperatives,
etc.-as a counterweight to the increased capitalist strength. Between
these two vast class forces a great revolutionary clash was developing at
the time, immediately marked by the

outbreak of the Russian Revolution
and by revolutionary struggles in

various other European countries. It
was in this general setting that Lenin
made his restatement of the road to
Socialism; to the eflect that the revolution in all the capitalist countries

would be a violent one, as the imperialist employers would everywhere counter-pose violent opposition to the democratic advance of

the force of Socialism.
Since Lenin wrote this formulation, in his turn, over a generation
ago, further tremendous economic
and political developments have also
occurred. These profound social
changes must, therefore, be evaluated, with special reference to their
efiects upon the ever vital question

catechism, as a symbol of faith, and
Marxists themselves as pedants and

dogmatists. . . . As a science it does
not, and cannot, stand still, but develops and perfects itself." This principle of flexibility applies to the question of the road to Socialism, as we
have already seen in the varying concepts of Marx, Engels, and Lenin.

In this Marxist spirit, there are
two maior changes in today's world
situation, over that of 4o years ago,
which must be considered in our
analysis of the present-day MarxistLeninist concept of the road to Socialism. The first of these basic
changes is that, during the past generation, there has been a tremendous
weakening of the world capitalist
system and of its general international position and perspectives. Its
internal and external contradictions
have become intensified to such a
degree that the whole system, gravely
weakened over the years, is relatively
rapidly sinking deeper and deeper
into its incurable general crisis, which
begins 40 years ago. Monopoly cap-

italism has definitely lost one-third
of the world to Socialism and its grip
has been greatly weakened over addi-

tional huge territories, in that its
colonial system, which historically
has been a vital prop to world capelementary fact that Marxism is not italism, is now in an advanced and
a closed intellectual ritualism, but a increasing stage of anti-imperialist
dynamic and flexible system of pro- revolution. Besides all this, the ecoLetarian philosophy. As the History nomic and political structures of

of the road of the working class to
Socialism. In making this evaluation,
there must never be lost sight of the

IO
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several major industrial countries are
in a decidedly shaky condition. Cap-

italism, in general, is in decaY.
The second vast change that

has

taken place during the past generation, and this we must also consider
in dealing with the question of the

road to Socialism, is a tremendous
strengthening of the world forces of
demotracy and Socialism' Thus, the
Soviet Union, born in r9r7, has since
become enormously stronger; its industrial output is now many times

developments

is that they represent

in the relationship'
of strength between the forces of
world democracy and Socialism and
those of world monopoly capitalism,
and this is decisively in favor of the
former. On the one hand, there has
a tremendous shift

been a great weakening of capitalism,

both acrually and relatively, and

a

vast increase in world Socialist
strength in every resPect. To be signalized is the fact that the dynamic

of change is constantly working

on
the side of rising Socialism; its forces
are growing ever stronger than those

of declining capitalism-even though

along the road to Communism, is
now being accompanied bY 16 other
travelling in the
countries that
"t"
This makes
direction.
same general
conSocialist
advancing
massive
a
dngent of some goo,ooo,ooo PfoPle,
or about 40 Percent of the total PoP
ulation of the globe. Moreover,
throughout the capitalist world there
has simultaneously develoPed a gi

gantic
parties
peasan
ind b

Communist
cooPeratives,

rganlzatlons,
of women,

this general development goes ahead,
not evenly, but along azigzag course.
The significance of all this to the
present study is that in the determination of the nature of the road to
Socialism, the question of the relationship of strength between the Socialist and capitalist forces is of the

most decisive importance.

So far, in fact, has t}re shift in
power relations between the two
world forces gone, that all factors
considered, the camp of democracY
and Socialism is fast outstripping the
camp of monopoly capitalism in economic, political, military, and ideolog-

ical strength. This trend constantly
with the rapid growth of
the forces of democracy and Social-

increases,

ism on a world basis and the deepenforces are, over the Years, ever increasing the tempo of their advance
and development.

The important thing to be noted
about the- above two-Phased world

ing decline of the international capitalist system. Internarionally, the
forces of Socialism are making much
more rapid progress than is generally
realized, in the fulfillment of Lenin's

famous slogan

of "overtaking

and

surpassing" capitalism

in

general

strength.

SOCIALISM

less drive

II

to conquer and fascize the

world through

counter-revolutio.n

The foregoing analysis does not

and world war. This reactionary of-

mean to say, of course, that the capitalist system is about to collapse auto-

fensive threatened humanity with the

matically. On the contrary, world
capitalism still possesses great reservoirs of strength, and to underestimate this strength, or the vigor with
which the capitalists will undertake
to use it against advancing world
Socialism, would be a grave error.
On the other hand, it would be no
less a mistake to underestimate the
vast and evergrowing power of
world Socialism.

THE "NEW TACTICAL
ORIENTATION''
The continued weakening of wodd
capitalism and the constant strengthening of world democracy and So-

in the decades after World
War I inevitably produced fresh
changes in the general concept of
the workers' road to Socialism, as
formulated in previous periods by

cialism

worst butchery and enslavement in
its long history. It was a new situation for the world's workers and it
called for new and bold remedies. In
this spirit, at the seventh congress,
the Communist parties of the world
undertook to give leadership to the
world's peoples against the fascist
war threat, and they evolved the historic people's front policy.
There were two general phases to
this policy. First, there was the So
viet proposal to draw up the peaceloving peoples of the world in an international peace-front, to counteract
the war-offensive program of t]re
Anti-Comintern Axis of fascist
llowers. Second, there was the creation of broad people's fronts in the
respective countries, made up of all
categories of democratic forcesCommunists, Socialists, and Radi-

"cals; workers, peasants, intellectuals,
and small business people-all united
around elementary programs, aimed
at defeating fascism on the national
scale and at fighting internationally
the looming war danger. In the colothe anti-fascist people's front. They nial and semi-colonial countries, the
have continued to develop over the people's front policy took the form
ensuing years.
of the national front, which included
By ,g35, at the time of dre decisive the national bourgeoisie, and with
Comintern seventh world congress, national liberation, along with peace
the German, Japanese, and Italian and anti-fascism, in the center of its
monopoly capitalists, with the more Program.
Among the developing implicaor less open assistance of American,
British, and French imperialism, were tions of the people's front policy in
definitely embarked upon their ruth- individual countries were: a) a fight

Marx, Engels, Lenin, and

Stalin.
These changes began definitely to
take shape at the seventh congress of
the Communist International h ry35,
in the development of the policies of

to win in the national elections, on
the basis of an elementary anti-fascist, anti-war program, parliamentary
control of the respective capitalist
governments, at least in those countries with a developed bourgeois
democracy; b) the going over of the
masses from the defensive to the

counter-ofiensive-towards more advanced political policies; and c) the
curbing and defeating of the attemPts
of the reactionaries to destroy the
people's rights and bourgeois democratic governments by outright vioIence,

The above, in short, was the "new
orientation" of the seventh C. I.
Congress, and it represented, in its
strategy and tactics, a wide development, along Leninist lines, of previous Communist conceptions and prac-

tices. The people's front movement
was launched primarily as a tremendous <iefensive struggle against the
national and world fascist-war threat.
But it soon passed over onto the offensive againsl fascist reaction generally. In the countries of bourgeois
democracy
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it

represented a tendency

to consider the revolution, not as a
sudden insurrectional blow, but as a
rnore protracted process of struggle.
In the countries without democracy
the problem, as before, remained
primarily one of direct attack upon
intrenched autocracy; but the people's national front united greater
masses than ever Ior this msk. As

THE STRUC,GLE FOR A
PARLIAMENTARY MAIORITY
Immediately upon the initiation of

the people's front

movement, the
Communist parties, in those capitalist
countries where there was at least
manhood suffrage and some measure
of democracy, developed the orienta-

tion of a struggle to elect people's
front governments under the exist-

ing bourgeois

constitutions,

in

the

expectation that this could be done.

Two elementary conditions made
such an electoral policy come within
the range of possibility. These were,
first, the broad character of the people's front alliance; including workers, peasants, intellectuals, small business elements, etc., who comprised

an overwhelming majority of

the

of the vast PeoPle's front
The feasibility of this policy

strength
masses.

was quickly demonstrated by the
winning of strong parliamentarY
majorities in the national elections

in

in

1936,

of the

reac-

Spain and France early

despite desperate eflorts

tionaries to break down the existing
bourgeois-democratic electoral systems. The people's

front

masses were

determined to win the state Power
from the capitalists' control and to

it in their own behalf.
This program of parliamentarY

use

political action immediately brought
about another new policy on the part

of the Communist parties; namely,
that of participation in Left governments that were still functioning
within the framework of the caPi-

population, and, second, the burning
urgency of the people's front pro.
gram, the fight against fascism and
war, which set these vast masses into

active political motion. All this on
the background of a weakened world
capitalist system and a rapidly grow-

ing world Socialism.
The perspective of actually electing a people's government within the
framework of capitalist state constitutions was not, however, entirely
new to the Communist movement,
as Lenin made clear at the second
congress of the Comintern it r9zz.*
However, the key stress laid upon
this course was new, The movement
definitely challenged the capitalists'
parliamentary control of the state by
mobilizing against them the voting
'See, N(. Z. Foster, Hirtory ol tbe Tbree Ia(N. Y., 1955) p.333.

,e?agriorolr

part of such a people's front government, but in Spain it became a fullfedged member. It is imPortant to
note that the participation policy was
at this time definitely established for
Communist parties, and this orienta-

tion has become more firm with later
developments.

Prior to the formulation of the
front policy in 1935 ,at the

people's

ieventh world congress, it had been
the traditional Left-wing policy, over
many decades, to refuse ParticiPadon in the leadership (cabinets) of
governments committed to the maintenance of the caPitalist system.
Many bitter fights took place during
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the pre-World War I period in the
Second International over this question. The abstentionist attitude of
the Left was correct then because, in
reality, the entry of Socialist leaders
into bourgeois governments meant

that opportunists such as Millerand,
Viviani, Burns, and others of the
dominant Right-wing ilk, inevitably
committed betrayals of the workets'
cause into the hands of the employers.

Under the conditions of

broad

peopie's front movements, however,
in the face of militant reaction and
in the environment of a decaying_capitalist system, it was quite a difierent
matter for the participation by representatives of the strong Communist
parties in Left governments that had
not broken with capitalism. Thus,
the participation policy was widely
developed in the various coalition
governments that grew up in many
parts of Europe after the overthrow
of the Hitler regime in World War

II. The Anglo-American governments, however, were rigidly opposed
to this Left-coalidon policy, and by
the use of money and political pres-

sure, they managed to exclude the
Communists from such governments
in France, Italy, and Belgium-which
were made up of those parties that
had fought Hitler. In Eastern Europe, however, where Soviet influence

was predominant and the Communist parties were very strong, the Leftcoalition governments of the peoples
succeeded in marching on to people's
democracy and to the eventual build-

ing of

Socialism.
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The fight of the C,ommunist parties
and people's front movements for a
parliamentary majority has nothing
in common with the political oppor-

tunism of Right Social Democrats. It

is

based upon the Leninist understanding that the bourgeoisie will de-

fend capitalism with every weapon
and tactic at its disposal, and that
monopoly capital has to be curbed
and defeated by the proletariat and
its allies. Between Marxist-Leninists
and Right Social Democrats the ques-

tion never has been that the latter
wanted a peaceful road to Socialism,
while the former said that it must
necessarily be a violent road. The
fundamental issue was that the Right
Social Democrats, with their basically
Lrourgeois program, had abandoned
altogether the fight for Socialism,
rvhereas the Communists have been

its indefatigable
champions, whatever might be the
requirements of the struggle.

ever and always

THE COLINTER.OFFENSIVE
OF THE PEOPLE'S FRONT
In addition to this fight for parliamentary majorities, the second
basic element of the people's front
policy that we should note, in conirection with our general analysis of
the road to Socialism under current
conditions, is the counter-ofiensive, or
Leftward orientation, which usually.
if not always, governments of the

people's front

racy (and the

nial countries)
front has a r
which can be developed. To cultivate

this Leftward orientation, by trans[orming the bourgeois state, is indispensable for people's governments
if, born in crisis situations, they are
to cope with the urgent problems
thrust upon them by the develop
ment of the general crisis of capitalism, internationally and.in their respective countries. This Leftward
policy is a recognition of the continuing correctness of Marx's principle
which he enunciated after the Paris
Commune, to the efiect that the
workers cannot simply seize upon
the readymade machinery of the
bourgeois state and use it to their
own revolutionary ends.
People's front governments are
usually elected on elementary programs of demands during periods
of intense political fermenr, as in the
struggle to prevent war, in the unsettled periods after wars, in the general struggle to prevent fascism, dur1ng a severe economic crisis, or in
other manifestations of the decay of
capitalism. However, people's front
government, under the pressure of
the crisis, ordinarily finds itself confronted with many serious problems,
possibly not specifically covered by
its program. Among other tasks, it

has to combat the militant, even
violent, attacks of the bourgeoisie; it

must overcome the corroding opposition of Right-wing elemenrs in its
own ranksl and it must conform to

the forward surge of the workers,
who, after the big victory of electing
a people's front, will want to press on
for new conquests. Such a people's
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front government consequently must
go over to the counter-ofiensive, it
must move to the Left by adopting a
more advalced program, or it will
die, broken down, either by direct
capitalist attacks from the outside or
by opportunist disruption from
within. Its Leftward course, tending
to dismantle and remodel the state
controls of the bureaucratic, militaristic, and monopolist elementswhich are the barriers to the workers
winning parliamentary control and
to achieving their program when
they do win such majorities-is the
legai application of the Marxian principle of the break-up of the capitalist state.
The history of the pre-war French
and Spanish people's front governments goes to prove the imperative
need of carrying out such a counteroffensive. In France there was a
tremendous surge forward of the
workers during the strong people's
front movement. In addition to electing the new people's front government in April 1936, the workers conducted unparalleled general strikes,
mainly of the militant sit-down type;
they built up their unions from about
r,ooorooo to 5rooorooo members; they
unified their badly-split trade union
movement, and they enormously
strengthened the Communist and
Socialist parties. If the French people's front government finally disintegrated, it was because, due to the
resistance of the Right-wing Socialist
and petty bourgeois Republicans,
that government was not able to
move to the Left solidly and quickly
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enough to cope with the many new
problems which confronted it. In
Spain, the situation was basically the

in France. The people's
front government, elected in February 1936, failed to rise aggressively to
the proper handling of the many
tasks which it immediately had to
face. In substance, these amounted
to preventing the counter-revolution

same as

from getting under way.

Conse-

quently, the government died after
the bitter civil war of three years.

The basic weakness in both the
French and Spanish people's front
governments was that the respective
Communist parties were still too
weak to give the necessary firm leadership to the movements as a whole.
Characteristic of such situations,
the fifth congress of the Comintern,
in 1924, sharply criticized the conduct
of the Communists in the Communist-Left Social Dernocratic workers'
government of. ry23 in Saxony and
Thuringia, precisely for not realizing
the need for a militant and progressive Leftward policy by their government. It declared that they had acted
like ordinary bourgeois ministers, by
failing to carry through such urgendy needed measures as the arming

of the workers, the reorganization of
the army, the organized distribution
of housing facilities to the unemployed, and the like, measures which
would have given them real political
control.

The American working class,
within the framework of the Roosevelt democratic front movement
(which bore within itself various

characteristics

of the times)
qualities
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of the people's front
also displayed strong

of the counter-ofiensive,

or

Leftward orientation. Far from resting content with the election and reeiection of Roosevelt, the workers
pressed on to the winning of other
victories, the most vital of which was
the organization of the basic industries and the quadrupling of the
membership of the trade unions. It
was a period of a veritable renaissance of the labor movement.
The necessary Leftward orientation

of the people's front (or

national
front in the colonies) must inevitably
be in the general direction of eventual Socialism, and it can actually
Iead to this goal. Whether the workers successfully transform their peo-

ple's front government (which still
operates within the framework of
capitalism) into a people's democracy
(which is a form of the dictatorship
of the proletariat) depends upon the
urgency of the political crisisl upon
the general strength o[ the workers;
upon the relationship of forces inside

the people's front, and particularly
upon the strength of the Communist
Party. My article, "People's Front and

People's Democracy" (Political Affairs, January r95r) which was carefully edited by our National Board
and later re-published widely in the
world Communist press (including
Prauda), deals in considerable detail

with many of the problems of

the

transition from the peop e's front to

the people's democracy.
The history of the people's democracies which developed in Eastern

Europe following World War II-in
Poland, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Ruma-

nia, Bulgaria, and Albania-shows
that these governments, too, displayed
in a high degree the characteristic

Leftward orientation of the people's,
front. Their coalitions of various
anti-Hitlerite parties started out,
after the Soviet Red Army had rid
their countries of fascism in World
War II, with relatively moderate programs. But the force of circumstances

enabled them all progressively to
adopt more advanced programs of
nationalization of industry, farm collectivization, the cleansing and remodelling of the army and police,
the establishment of a planned economy, and other measures amounting.

in

substance, to the initial phases of
laying the foundations of Socialism.
This process involved making
many changes in the bourgeois constitutions, or even re-writing themthe re-organization of the governmental apparatus-which is the present-day "breaking up of the state"
stressed by Marx and Lenin. It also

involved the merging of the Commu-

nist and

Socialist parties-which

sloughed off the opportunist Right
elements-and the adoption of various other important measures. At
first, the Communistleft Socialist

majorities in the parliaments were
very small, in some cases being as
little as but two or three deputies
(see my book, The Neu Europe),
but they quickly expanded with the

consolidation and development of the
new-type governments.
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(in addition to the figtrt. for. parliamentary majorities and the develog
present-day people's democracies in ment of the counter-ofiensive) is the
Ilastern Europe, after the overthrow systematic efiorts made by the Peoof the Hitler government, was basic- ple's front parties and masses (often
ally a legal and peaceful movement. with success) to check in advance
The new, post-war governments, in the counter-revolutionary violence of
which the workers gained increasing capitalist reaction. This means that
power and leadership, had to put the workers strive not only to begin
down rninor counter-revolutionary their march to Socialism by the legal
insurrections in Poland, Rumania, election of a people's government
and elsewhere, but this was done under bourgeois democracy, but also,
under the legal authority of the gov- xs they proceed, to curb and reduce
ernments and with a minimum of to a minimum capitalist violent reThe carrying through of the Revolution in the countries of the

At the Seventh Comintern con-

in 1935, Dimitrov pointed out
that the people's front stage of development is not inevitable in all
countries. The same may also be said
of the stage of people's democracy.
This is because a people oppressed
by a fascist or other ultra-reactionary
regime, under which no democratic

gress,

parliamentary action is possible, may
see fit to smash outright such political tyrannies, as was done to the
Hitler governments all over Europe

during the war, with the full cooperation of the broadest democratic
masses

to their democratic advance.
Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, and
all other Communist leaders, have

sistance

force.

in

armed struggle. In such
skip the people's

cases, a people may

front stage and proceed directly to
people's democracy, as they did in
Eastern Europe after World War
ll. There is no blueprint for the advlnce of the workers to Socialism.
CURBING THE EMPLOYERS'
YIOLENCE
The third element of people's front
policies and trends that we should
consider in our analysis of the road

to Socialism in the present

period,

always warned the workers and other
democratic forces that the exploiting
classes, in the course of the class
struggle, never hesitate to throw over-

board their own legality and to use
violence when they see fit and deem
their class interests to be seriously

threatened. Habitually, capitalist
rulers use their courts, police, jails,
armies, and other means of repression and violence against the workers

and their allies. This is especially
true when they confront a working
class that is resolutely marching on
toward Socialism. Labor history is
crowded with examples of this fact.
The bourgeoisie are the instigators

of

fascism,

civil wil,

imperialist

world war, and other types of

ex-

treme violence. IJnder modern conditions, social violence always origi
nates in the ranks of capitalist reaction.

On the other hand, the working
class and other toilir'rg elements are
always and instinctively the cham-
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pions of peace and democracy. They
pick up the sword against those who
oppress, exploit, and butcher them,
only when they have no other alternative, only when more peaceful

methods are closed to them. They
are the basic forces of democracy and
peace. The Communists are the most
authentic spokesmen of these inhe-

rently peace-loving and democratic
masses.

The working class, when compelled

to by circumstances, will fight with
whatever methods are open to it, as

it has proven on many occasions, including the Russian, Chinese, and
other revolutions, and in World War
II. The workers and their allies not

only strive to defeat such violencc
as is directed against them, but (most
important in this analysis) they also
try to curb, this ruling class violence
in advance, to nip it in the bud, to
strangle and check it, in order to
prevent it from growing into a real
menace to them. This elementary
tendency to restrain, as well as to
defeat, capitalist violence, has been
too little noticed and theorized by
Communist leaders. It is, however,
becoming more and more of an important weapon in the arsenal of the

is strong,

does not stand passively
by while the employers organize and
precipitate their world wars, fascism,

reactionary

civil wars,

violencc
against strikers, and the like. On the
contrary, they definitely try to stifle
this violence at its outset, or before,
as well as to fight it after it breaks
out. This is a basic condition for the
maintenance and utilization of bour-

geois democracy. The workers not
only have to fight to enact democratic
legislation, but also to make it work.
Labor history provides ample proof
that in this general approach, the
workers have scored some very important victories.
In all the capitalist countries the
lebor rnovement, both economic and
political, has accomplished very
runch; for example, during the past
dccades, in checking police violence
anrl the use of troops in strikes. This
it hrd to do in order ro win these

strlrggles. No doubt the ernployers
wor-rld now, just as willingly as ever,
also have recourse to such methods of

vioJence; but they find it far more
diltrcult to do so, in the face of the
greater strength, consciousness, and
alertness of the working class. Every-

where the latter have taken elaborate

working class, especially as the latter gains in organized strength and
cooquers for itself more democratic
rights. This factor is increasingly

precautions against precisely such

exercising a profound influence upon
the course of the class struggle and
must be given careful consideration
in estimating the present-day road to
Socialism.
The modern labor movement, particularly where Communist influence

where the employers once freely used
extrerne violence in strikes. It is only
twenty years ago since the capitalists
made their factories into veritable
forts, and every big strike was the
scene of widespread bloodshed, with
the employers boldly using troops,

cmployer violence during strikes.
This decisively important fact is
rulso

a reality in the United

Srates,

police, and armed comPany thugs
against the strikers. In fact, many of
the strikes of a few decades ago were
veritable small civil wars. But now,
since the enormous growth

of

in
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the workers are todaY the best defenders, both of Socialist and bour-

This

significant

a vital Part in the

nd

size

it

has a direct

labor's organiza-

whole question of

tions, (the trade unions are presently
about five times as large as they were

the road to Socialism.
Take, for example, the workers'

and solidarity

efiective resistance to the well-known

Kapp-pumch

in

GermanY

in

t929.

On Mirch r2th, a reactionarY bodY

o[

of course, and it maY
uP afresh. But the
flare
at any time
important thing obviouslY is that
the workers, through their economic
means ended,

armed forces under General von
K"PP,
the
drove
out
Berlin,
into
marched
bourgeois Weimar government, and
sct aboLtt establishing a reactionary

Llrttwitz and Wolfgang

regime. But they ran right into a
and political strength, have done tremendous general strike, called by
much to curb and diminish it, at the trade unions. The result was that
least, where bourgeois democratic the workers strangled the violent
conditions prevail. This is one of activities o[ the reactionary forces.
their elementary necessities for a After five days of national paralysis,
successful strike strategy.

In line with this basic restraining
tendcncy of the workers all over the
capitalist world regarding capitalist
violence in strikes, the workers also
in curbing capitalist violence in other types
of political struggles, and for the
scek, and frequently succeed,

same general reasons. Especially have

they combatted the attempts of the
monopolists to overthrow democratic

Kapp and his pals fled Germany and
the Weimar government was Put
in command again. There was very
Iittle armed fighting in the whole
affair. This magnificent display of
working class power and discipline
u,as largely led by the Communists
and Left-Socialists, who wanted to
follow up their strike victory by tak-

ing over political power, as could
have been done, but they were balked

governments violently and to establish fascist or other reactionary regimes. On the same principle, of nipping capitalist violence in the bud,
people's front governments, in the
name of the people and as the con-

by the Right-wing Social Democratic

clition for their own existence, use
the state power to suppress such
violence. AII over the capitalist world,

the mid-r93o's, the workers and their
allies succeeded, at least for the timc
being, in blocking the fascist seizure

leaders.

Since the advent of the people's
front policy, this curbing trend has
become more and more developed.
Thus, in France and Spain, during
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of power, by their resistaqce to the
rttempts at destroying the Republic,
by their election of people's front
governments,

and by

powerfully

eral European or world war; but
the firm curbing policies of the East

German workers and their govern-

building their mass organizations. ment. Similar situations have also
The trouble in France was that been taken care of in other people's
the workers failed to keep up the democracies, a notable example being
pressure upon the Socialist and Radi the timely defeat of the attemPted
cal leaders of the Popular Front gov- counter-revolution in Czechoslovakia
ernment, who peddled away the in February 1948. In this instance,
movement. And in Spain the move- under American instigation, a powerment failed, because the liberals head- Iul bloc of r7 bourgeois ministers in
ing the People's Front government the people's government resigned,
refused, at the outset, to take the which was to be the signal for a gennecessary measures of purging the eral uprising. But it failed comarmy of its reactionary generals, as pletely, owing to the strong reP-resthe Communists proposed. Franco iive (curbing) measures taken bY
and his gang of generals were thus the workers and their state. The
able to get their counter-revolution gclcral result, instead, was a great
under way. It was nct .ryricten in the strengthening of the Czechoslovak
that the ill-fated Spanish civil
war had to take place on any such
big scale as it did. It could have been
stamped out despite the Hitler-Mussolini intervention, by more deterstars

mined efforts to curb the reactionaries
at the beginning.
Now let us take a specific example
of the curbing policies of the workers upon a higher, a Socialist level,
in the people's democracies. A strik-

pcople's dernocracy.
There are many other examples at
hand of the workers acting vigilantly
to halt reaction in time and to preverrt employer cotups d'etat. This has
been notably the case, among others,
in recent years in Brazil and Indonesia. In Italy, according to Walter
Lippmann, Italian bourgeois leaders

onstration." This violent uprising,

told him recently that they would
not surrender state control to the
Left, no matter how big a majority
:r people's front combination might
poll.* But undoubtedly, when that
time approaches, the powerful Italian Communist Party and its allies
will be able to find the means to pull
the teeth beforehand of these would-

an attempted counter-revolution, had
in itself the potentiality of a major
civil war in Germany, or even a gen-

Hit.oq and Reolity (N. Y., 195r) pp.

ing

case

of such a suppression of em-

ployer violencg before it could
mature into counter-revolution was
the throttling in East Germany by
the people's democratic government
of the June 23,

rg53, putsch, or "dem-

lluestions and Answers on the )(Xth

these dread dangers were averted by

be putschists.
* For a disossion of this. see FI Aptheker,
69-10.

The concluding section of this article will aPpear in our next issue.-El.

Congress,

CPSU

By Eugene Dennis

At the request ol Political Affairs, Eugene Dennis, General Secte'
tary of the Communist Party, commented briefly on a scries of ques'
tions arising from the current.discussions on th.e XXtk Congress. Tlt.e

questions and ansarcrs, tuhich uere receiued an March 2oth, dre printed
here in fwll.-Ed.

r.

Wltat is the o'uerall significance of

the XXtlt

Congress

ol

the

CPSU?

The zoth Congress is a truly his-

toric event. It has had a tremendous
impact on the whole world. This is

because it registered great achievements, as well as projected the way
to new advances in the struggle for
peace and in the further develop-

ment of Socialism. The Congress
dramatized the results of the bold
and flexible peace initiative of the
Soviet Union in the past period

which has been so successful in securing a relaxation of international
tensions. It ofiered to the world its
slogan-"Let's trade," instead of
"f61's 21p"-as a concrete means of
promoting peaceful co-existence-a
policy which corresponds to the vital
national interests of all countries,
not the least our own.

viet people, but makes it possible for
them to bring to the masses of peo-

ple in the undeveloped countries a
new form of aid to their development-aid without strings, which
will enable them to industrialize and
help solve their own age-old probiems of poverty and national sovereignty.

The historic significance of the
growth of the role of the countries
of Socialism and Peoples Democracy
in strengthening the cause of peace
in demonstrating the superiority
and new ouccesses of the socialist
system was summed up in the statement of I(hrushchev that "the
emergence of Socialism as a world
system is the main feature of our
and

era."

Besides registering these achievements, and adopting policies to continue and advance them, the Con-

gress made some basic theo.
retical contributions to the developthe rapid growth of industrial pro- ment of the science of Marxismduction and will make possible not Leninism on the basis of the new
only a substantial improvement in international experience and pro.
the economic well-being of the So- found changes in the world situaThe new Five-Year Plan continues

AI
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tion. In addition, the Congress made
a profound evaluation of the harmful

of the cult of the individual that arose under Stalin's
leadership and took far-reaching
measures to strengthen and expand
consequences

inner-Party

democracy.

iO :"t.j
t. Wltat

,uas netu about the statement on non-ineuitability of uor?

First: considerable ambiguity was
this new fact
of life in its full grandeur. For the
first time in history, atar is not
ineuitable. Many Americans have
had in the back of their minds the
s-wept aside, leaving

idea that there is some larv of nature

that when two great social
confront each other,

it

forces

has to end in

war. But the XXth Congress has
placed before the whole world the

fact that humanity can now make its
own decisions effective on this question. We are not the helpless prey of
forces beyond our control. The people of the world are strong enough
now to prevent war. Imagine what

a differences this is from r9r4

and

rg3gt

THE XXTH CONGRESS,

world-wide system, and the peace
of the world-which include
the powerful lands of Socialism, as
well as India and other neutral countries-have now become a major
force strong enough to prevent war.
The maintenance of the obsolete
thesis obscured the recognition of
these facts and made it- possible for
the warmongers to use it to hinder
the struggle for peace.
War is not inevitable. But this
does not mean that a lasting peace
will be attained automatically. However, in the new world situation

forces

now unfolding the people are
strong enough to prevent war, if
they but unite and make that

in bridling the adof war, the advocates of aggressive military alliances and of an
strength effective
vocates

atomlc tntt'

*

3.

it

i(

What light do the theoretical dis-

ol the Congre ss t/trou
on the road to Socialism?
cttssions

The Congress pointed out that the
forms of transition to Socialism in

various countries will become more
and more diversified. They will by
no means be just a repetition of the
experience of the Soviet Union or
of the People's Democracies. The
only decisive and indispensable fac-

new generalization is based considerably on the experience of the labor
countnes.

We American Communists

have
ourselves perhaps made some modest

This is due to the fact that while
imperialism still retains the economic
irasis for war, it is no longer a

fecting the transition to Socialism,
and particularly in the period since
World War II we have made clear
thar we strive for the constitutional
and democratic path of transition.
We believe that the possibilities of

between the two wodd wars, think-

ing on this question tended to

be-

come somewhat "frozen." However.

develop

o".

more fully.

:ort,:o"

and Communist movements of other

something

new. It declared that tor that will be common to all is
the time has now arrived when the political leadership of the workLenin's thesis of "inevitable war un- ing class headed by its vanguard.
der imperialism" no longer applies. It is true that in most of the period
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the changes that have taken place such a path will be enhanced by the
in the world since the Second World course of events in our own country
War have re-opened this question in and the world.
the full richness in which it was
To realize a peaceful transition
originally envisaged by Marx and requires among other things, a broad
Lenin. They always emphasized and militant people's democratic
that everything depended on the coalition led by a united and classperiod, the relationship of class conscious working class which will
forces, the concrete situation and uphold and enforce the Constitution
traditions of each country.
of the United States and its Bill of
Viewing things from this angle, Rights, and decisively curb the
Khrushchev points out that it is monopolies-the historical practiperrfecdy possible that given the tioners of force and violence, the
present and growing strength of So- perennial opponents of all democialism on a world scale, and the cratic advance and social progress.
internal change taking place within
Obviously this will entail big
various capitalist c,ountries, mauy popular struggles on the economic,
peoples may now be able to achieve political and electoral fronts-sharp
their transition to Socialism through class struggles which will be forced
peaceful means based on winning upon the people by the offensive of
the majority of their peoples for So- the monopolies against peace and
cialism and winning a stable major- the liberties and standard of living
ity in the parliament of their coun- of the people. Naturally we must
try. Khrushchev points out that this continue to study this question and

contriblltions on this score, since we
have for some time been exploring
the question of the American road
to Socialism. In the past we made
clear that we are not advocates of
force and violence as a means of ef-

Throughout the ettl.ire post-war
period \\/e American Communists
have repeatedly said war is not inevitable. But the Congress added

CPSU

4.

What about the role of Stalin?

Apparently what is going on now
in the Soviet Union is that for the first

time they are finding it possible to
make a fully objective assessment
of the role of Stalin, his many and
great contributions as well as the
gravity of his errors and weaknesses,
and in particular his responsibility
for the fostering of the cult of the
individual and for certain costly
mistakes and harmful violations of
the Soviet Constitution. occasioned
by the absence of real collective lead-
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ership during the past two decades.
Necessarily our own ability to iLrrlge
this record and the progress of this
present reassessment is greatly Iimited

by the absence of first-hand knowledge or contact. However, we believe that the frankness of the CI']SU
leadership in facing this question
and boldly placing it before the
membership of the CPSU and the
whole Soviet people does a greet
service to their Party and to the
whole people. Only a- Party that is
really strong and enjoys the confidence of the people based up<xr
actual achievements on their behalf
would be able to open up such a
question and pursue it publicly. In
turn, one can feel sure that this
discussion will become a new sourcc
of strength to the CPSU and to all
other workin?.,r: parties.

5.

The press indicates that there ruu-;
a special rePort ol Khrushchcu to

n closed meeting o'f the XXtlt

Congress on the question of Stalin, the cult of ihe indiuidual, antl
collcctiue leadership in the CPSU.
Il this uas ot' n,rck importance,
wky didn't it appear in the main

report?

TI{E XXTH

ful transition, etc. At

least this way,
for the first two weeks after the opening of the Congress the world did get
th; full impact of these policies' To-

day, however, a reading of the Press
would make it appear thet the onlY

thing that happened at the Congress

was the re-evaluation of

Stalin'

Everything else that happened at the
Congress

is being blotted off

the

off the radio and
TV. Big Business and its press is
newspapers, kept

trying to use the issue of the re-evaluation of Stalin's role to wipe out of
the people's mirrd the significance of
the Congress for the peace and wellbeing of the people everywhere.

+t it

6.

ie

Why doesn't the CPUSA criticize
the Souiet Union euen though it

is now clear that many things
uere urong there? And uhat

criticism should be made o'f the

attitilde ol American Marxists
in relation to the role of Stalin?

The facts disclosed about the errr-irs of Stalin in regard to the absence of collective leadership are, of
course, new to us and without any
doubt come to us all with something
of a shock and raise many questions.
The Soviet Union has been the first
and leading country of Socialism and

in the has with few intermissions been concapitalist countries would have tinually under every form of attack
Possibly because the press

seized upon this noteworthy feature
of the XXth Congress to obscure its
most important decisions and policies on the new epic 5-year PIan,
peaceful coexistence, the non-inevita-

bility of war, the possibility of

peace-

by the capitalist forces all over the
world. Not the least among these
forces was the whole network of
calumniators, vilifiers and slanderers
whose unremitting hostility to the
Soviet Union was hostility to So-

cirLlisn-r and to working-class rule un<lcr any conditions. Our attitude has
been similar to that when confronted
against unions and workers in the
course of a strike. We support the
workers and their organizations and

are not deterred by the fact that
on their part
have been used as a pretext for desome secondary errors

nouncing the strike by those who are

against all unions and against the
workers generally.
However, it is true that in fight-

ing these slanders we often tended

to gloss over the problems, difficulties
and shortcomings which the CPSU

leaders themselves admitted. In
heralding the epochal achievements

of the Soviet Union, we also
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often

fell into the habit of attributing these
accomplishments to Stalin instead of
to the CPSU and its Central Committee, to the Soviet people and to

the system of Socialism. We sometimes allowed our discussion of the
magnitude and grandeur of the history-making proflress of Socialism
in the Soviet Union to take on an
aspect of virtually atributing infaliibility to the leadership. In addition we somerimes tended to take
a position on certain questions without having a first-hand knowledge
o[ the facts. Incidentally this firsthand knorvledge of facts was and is
denied us by the Administration's
restrictions on passports which prevcnts us from having any contact
with developments over there and
thus being in a better position to
estimate them.
Moreover, one of the main lessons

we must draw from this situation is
that dogmatism and doctrinairism

must be uprooted from our PartY's
approach to the theory and applicaation of Marxism-Leninism. Our
Party must continue to study with
utmost attentiveness the experiences
and the theoretical conclusions of the
Marxists of all countries. But this
must be a scientific study which always considers the time, the place,
the actual relationship of class forces
that led to those conclusions. But
the key task is for us to study the
situation of our own country and to
apply creatively and develop the
theory and practice of scientific socialism in the U.S., in accord with
the conditions and needs of our own
people. It follows from this that we
must encourage in our Party the
freest atmosphere for critical and
self-critical examination

of all

ques-

t1ons.

lessons can be draun for
the American Communia Party
from the discussion around the
role of Stalin?

7. What

Together with the ever-pressing

need to examine all questions and
developments factually, objectively
and scientifically, the chief lesson is
the lesson of collective leadership,
criticism and self-criticism. No matter
how great any leader may be, no matter how well equipped for his tasks,

if work is not done collectively, iI

he

together with the other leaders does

not continually participate in criticism and self-criticism, if he does not
maintain ties with the masses, he
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We have much to learn from this.
The question of collective leaclership, criticism and self-criticism cannot be settled once, for all time. The

earlier writings

of Stalin

himself

contain excellent statements on this
question and explanations of their
particular necessity in a Communist
movement, As we see, however, from

their experience and as we ourselves
have learned from our expenence

following our suuggle

against

Browderism, the struggle for LIl.._
tive leadership must bia continuing
process. We must constantlv .o_
courage in our Party the fullesi
1,oli-

initiative, co[leuive .esponsiJi.:il
bility

and the freest atmospheie for
critical and self-critical examination
of all questions.
We have much to learn on thc
question of how to ensure the kind
of criricism and self-criticism and
democratic cenrralism without which

there can be no collecdve leaclership._ In the recent period, owing
to the atacks of the Adminis,
tration upon the Bill of Rights and
upon our Party, we were unable to
work normally, and many abnormal
practices developed. Now, however,
as I mentioned in the speech at Carnegie Hall on Jan. 2oth, we are

taking a new look at all the major
of our policies.

features

Gradualism and }legro treedom

Some things we have been examin-

ing, for example, are: I.-irst, whether,
while we correctly signalized the
aggressive

role of U.S. imperialism

By Henry Winsfon

in the post-war period and the new

This article tuas receiued in the mail on the day that Comrade Winston
terminated his status as a political refugee and uoluntarily surrendered
himsefi to the Federal authorities, as a uictim of thc Srnith Act-Ed.

dangers of war and fascism-and as a
matter of fact pointed out in r95r

and since that world war was neither

imminent nor inevitable and that
the drive to fascism could be halted
may not have presented this
-we
question at times one-sidedly in

of the NAACP in launching its
",tsree by '63" campaign was of

actual practice. Second, the question

far-reaching significance.

of our overall

relations

in

regard

to the trade unions. Third, whether
at a time when we see the new level

and scope of the heroic struggle of
the masses of Negro people in the
South for integration and full equality, the slogan of self-determination
is valid. Fourth, a critical re-examirration of our Party Program, The
Amcrican Way, that was adopted in
r954.

All of these questions involve a
study of the realities of American
life today, utilizing and enriching
the science of Marxism on the basis
olt Arncrican experience and tradi
tions to rdvance and promote the
interests o[ the American people.

THB ecrrox oF the 1954 Convention

in the name of

"reasonableness,"

a gradualist solution to the
problem. IJnfortunately they fail to
advise

That slo- note that the only alternative to congan was the outgrowth of the stitutional democracy in the South
struggle to find an efiective pol- is the prolongation of semi-feudal
icy that would hasten the Freedom relations in the sphere of economic,
Train along the high road of complete econorlic, political and social
equality. This slogan now is the
banner under which the Negro peo.
ple march toward the goal of equality and freedom.
Its projection at this time, accord-

political and social relations.
Specifically, this prolongation
means: bolstering the plantation
economy and with it the barbaric
oppression of the Negro people;
stifling democratic developments in

the South afiecting Negro and
white alike; impeding elTorts to
flects the fact that, as he wrote in raise the standards of living of the
Hou Far the Promised Land? "The masses in the South to a position
Negro knows that the tide of world of equality with the rest of the
history is fowing in his direction." country; and maintaining the seDr. Ralph Bunche notes "that the niority in Congress of the Easting to the late Walter White,

re-

emphasis today properly belongs on

the urgency of fulfillment and not
on the Negro's long exercised and
often abused quality of patience. As
the 'promised land' comes nearer,
the pace of progress must be quicke

ned."

The emphasis given to the "urgcncy of fulfillment" is most vital,
particularly since many liberal adhcrents of the principle of equality,

lands and their alliance with the Mc-

Carthyites which threatens the libof the entire nation.
That is why Communists insist

erties

that any policy based on

"reason-

ableness" has meaning when empha-

sis is given to the "urgency of fulfillment." Put another way, "reasonableness" must in substance de-

mand a vigorous and forthright deof the Bill of Rights and the

fense
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speediest possible implementation

of its letter and

spirit.

for

democracy requires their frrm
and united support. This emphasizes anew the in-rperative necessity

NEGRO EQUALITY AND
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY

Not everyone recognizes the
unique charaqter of the struggle
for democracy in the country urder
present-day conditions. To understand the nature o[ it is at once a
sign of nerv thinking and activity
in the struggle for democracy.
This fight consists, on the one
in united efiorts to check and

hand,

defeat the McCarthyites, lenners,
and Eastlands. These are the most
reactionary forces waging warfare
against all existing liberties guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. On the
other hand, it involves a special
struggle to attain equality for 16,ooo,ooo Negroes at a time when efforts are being made to downgrade
the greater liberties of the white
masses, and the more limited rights
of the Negro people. This means
that the special struggle for Negro
equality has to be merged more
clearly and definitely with the general struggle for democracy.
The reason for this is that victory

for the general democratic

move-

Inent to develop a crusade against
all restrictions on the full use of
r(ooo,ooo powerful black hands.
Such restrictions include the poll
tax, undemocratic registration practices, gerry-mandering, lynch law
and economic terror.
The Negro people's movement
cannot win its battle for first class
citizenship by underplaying the general fight in the country against reaction. Neither can the general
movement for democracy be victorious by underplaying the fight for
equality for the Negro people. It
is clear that to win, in general or

in particular, demands breaking the
reactionary Dixiecrat-GOP alliance

in

Congress,

to retire these

forces

from public life.
Clearly the Diriecrats are

in

pow-

er only because the Negro people

in the deep South are denied

the

most elementary rights. Their retirement would give new and urgent emphasis to the just demands
of the Negro people. The Negro
question thus emerges as a cardiin the fight against McCarthyite- nal one. Greater and greater numEastlandite reaction will be realized bers of people are beginning to recto the extent that conditions are ctgnize that equality for the Negro
created for the maximum involve- people is a just demand. They are
ment of all the democratic forces in beginning to realize that in advancing the just cause of the Negro peothe country in united struggle.
The Negro people are a most im- ple, they are advancing the general
portant segment of the democratic welfare of the nation.
forces. To achieve a general victory

THE SOUTH AND THE
NEGRO QUESTION

Inevitably the main center of
sruggle develops in the South and
especially in that area where Negroes constitute the majority of the
population. The reason for this is
not to be found simply in the existence of a Negro rnajority in the
Black Belt of the South. Nor ii it
because the problems of Negroes in
the North are not of great importance. It is certainly not because
the fight there against discrimination, Jim Crowism, and segregation

the political forms that
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maintain

this backwardness.
The accomplishment of this task
requires an appreciation of the central role which the frght for equality plays. No great advance is possible generally or in the South, without wiping out the status of secondclass citizenship for the Negro peoPle.

What would winning

Negro

equality mean to the South and to
the nation I It would mean that the
differential in wages existing between

Northern and Southern workers
would be ended and that the unhas been won,
equal wage now prevalent among
Primarily the center of struggle Negro and white workers in the
develops in the South because of South would also be ended. This
special economic and social condi- would result in billions of dollars
tions. These conditions are akin to being added to the purchasing power
feudalism. This is the result of the of the people in the South. Morecontinued existence of the plantation over, the fight for democracy would
create the conditions for putting an
and sharecropping system.
The fact that this condition is end to "right-to-work" Iaws, and to
present defines the status of Negroes Ku Klux KIan terror. It would
everywhere. This is the major fac- create the basis for the organizator determining the lag in democracy tion of united mass trade unions in
in the South, preventing the achieve- the South. It would help to elimiment of equal rights for Negroes nate the discriminatory freight rates,
in the rest of the cour-rtry, and acting high rates for electric power, and
as a retarding infuence on the ex- would allow the South to develop
tension of popular liberties in the its own local industry. This would
nation as a whole. It follows that raise the technological level of the
one of the biggest democratic tasks South and with it bring about an inbefore the nation, and especially la-

bor, the Negro people and other
democratic forces, is to act in such
a way as to bring about a speedy
end to the semi-feudal conditions
present

in

Southern economy and

in the numbers and skills of
the Southern industrial workers.
On the countryside it would mean
crease

an end to

share-cropping and the
farm tenancy system. It would rePresent the beginnings of progress in
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eliminating the whole plantation
economy. It would really open up
the farmlands of the South to mechanization and diversification.

At

the

same time it would lay the foundation for the most basic reform necessary in Southern agriculture-land

it is no longer possible to sPeak of
the Solid

South.

example of the profound
changes taking place in the South
was the election campaign of ry48,

An

when the Dixiecrats bolted the Dem-

Rights Party. The Dixiecrats carried

for the landless.

few Southern states-Mississippi,

Any struggle which involves these
objectives necessarily implies a fight
against the alliance of Wall Street
and the Southern Bourbons. The
fight for democracy would weaken

I-ouisiana, Alabama and South Carolina. The vote the national Demo-

this alliance.

It

would release demo-

cratic forces in the South. Thcse
could curb the rapaciousness of
those who profit from the special
oppression of the Negro people, and
are responsible for tlle backwardness of the South.
The fight to bring about these
changes would ultimately result in
replacing white supremacists in the
House and Senate by representarives
of democratic forces of the South. It
would make possib.le a new democratic relationship between the people of the South and the people of
the North.
THE CHANGING SOUTH
Every proposal regarding the figlit

for equal rights must be considered
in relation to these general developments. But to fight effectively requires an understanding that condi

tions are changing in the South.
These changes have been developing
ever since the r93o's. They are continually growing. The most impressive example of this vital fact is that

cratic ticket received in these states
is most significant, for it indicated
that a large body of opinion, Negro
and white, within these states opposed the policies of the Dixiecrats. Even
more significant is the fact that the
national Democratic ticket carried
every other Southern state. When
this is understood in the light of the
demagogic program for civil rights
used by Truman in his campaign
at that time, the defeat of the Dixiecrats is even more starding.
Certainly an examination of the
1948 election results has important
lessons for us today. Such an examination shows first, that the Democrats won a national election without the support of the Dixiecrats.
The so-called "Solid South" was not
so solid.

It shows further that if a federal
program of civil rights was advanced

and fought for by the government
that such a program could win the
support of a decisive section of the
Southern voters.

This point has been newly emphasized by the varied reactions to the
Supreme Court decision on desegregation of public schools. The posi-

-3r

for anti-democratic practices.
However, to say that changes are
taking place is not to say that the
road ahead is free of obstacles. Far
from it! But it is the duty of all

Mindful of the growing democratic
spirit in the South, they took to the
path of demagogy. They gave liP
service to many progressive and social measures generally, but defended the Jim Crow oppression of
the Negro people even though they
admitted the necessity for some con-

democratic forces to note that which

cessions eventually.

tive response in many parts of the
South has shown that Southern custom, tradition, etc., cannot be blamed

is new, and healthy, and to assist
it in its further development. Ag

result of these profound changes"
taking place new divisions and differences are making their appearance in the ranks of the various
Southern class groupings. The forces

of

progress must assess these difierences from the standpoint of their
relationship to the democratic struggle, to be able to seek out the allies
and to strengthen and unify them.

ANALYZING THE BOURBONS
There are differences in the ranks
of the Bourbons of the South. The
Dixiecrats, representing the extreme

ILight wing of the Southern Bourbonry are allied with the most reactionary elements of finance capital.
They were responsible for the bolt
from the Democratic Party. This
break-away was aimed at heading off
democratic developments. They took
this path of a separate party only because of the crisis nature of clevelop
ments within the South.
On the other hand, the conservarive forces of Southern Bourbonry,
u,hile in agreement with the maintenance of the status quo, nevertheless
tlid not pursue the same tactic.

These are the groups who offer
the major obstacles to the Path of

democratic development in the South.
Progress can be made by the people

only by opposition to these groups.
However, in the struggle to exPand
democracy in the South they may bc
able to infuence or neutralize some
elements within the conservative
grouplngs.

THE SOUTHERN LIBERALS
The liberals play a diflerent role.
They are divided into two main
groupings. There are those who see
the inevitability of change but coun-

sel that such change must take
place gradually. However, they suP
port legislation to abolish the poll
tax, to make lynching a federal offense, for an effective minimum wage

to the wage difierential, and in general press for a
peace policy. This group of liberals
can play and are playing a vital
role in the South today. Not all of
them fully appreciate the central
role of the Negro question. Nevertheless they are moving in this direction. We are convinced that the
logic of the struggle will lead them
more and more to a fuller apprecia-

lar,v, opposition
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tion of this question.
There are others who call themselves liberals. They are for change
but feel that such change will come
about only after a new spiritual revival or a moral reformation takes
place among the white people of
the South. This group of liberals
usually opposes court actions and leg-

islation on the ground that customs

and mores cannot be

legislated

away. They take the view that only
a long term process of education and
persuasion will change racial attitudes. Meanwhile they defend the
]im Crow system and oppose militant action as harmful. Thus, these
people see nothing but tragedy in the
Supreme Court announcements establisl'ring equality for the Negro
people as policy of the federal government.

Mr. I-Iodding Carter, Mississippi
publisher, most clearly presents the
viewpoint of this more conservative

grouping among the

liberals.

Whether or not they are aware of
it, they have served to brake the
movement for democratic rights.
With their particular emphasis on
Southern traditions and custom they
bolster the declining power of reactionary Bourbon rulers. But admitting the limitations of these class
groupings their very existence forces
the inescapable conclusion that
changes are taking place.

THE NEGRO PEOPLE
STAND UNITED
The Negro people are united

as

to Southern workers by the labor

never before around a program of
democratic rights and are militantly
advancing the struggle for their own
liberation. In so doing they fight for
the future of a democratic South.
They refuse to continue living as second-class citizens to whom the ballot

and the right to run for and hold
public office is denied. They demand

a

change from semi-feudal conditions on the farm as well as economic

discrimination in industry. The desire for change as well as the fight

for it has reached an unprecedented
level of development. The Negro
people through their eflorts have
helped large numbers of Southern
whites to understand that the struggle for equality of the Negro peop1e advances the interests of all. The
result is a growing understanding.
and a developing popular alliance.
I,ABOR AND THE SOUTH
The retarding factor in this entire
is the lack of organization of some four millions of
rvorkers in Southern industry. Conseqlrently this reservoir of collective
and organized strength cannot be
brought into play. To the extent
that trade unions exist in mining,
auto, steel, waterfront, oil, etc., they
involve onlv a minimum of Negro
and white lvorkers. Despite their
limited numbers these organizations
are engaging more and more in
various forms of political activity.
lVhar explains this limited amount
of trade union organization? It is
due to inadequate assistance given
development

!}
i
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It

means the

and democratic movement in the
rest of the country. Given necessary
support, it would be possible to

denial of the vote to Negro and white
masses. Above all it means the continued use of force and lynch terror

in the
South of several millions strong.
This could be a rallying center for
all the democratic forces in the
South. It could in a brief period of
time change the whole complexion
of the South.
It is in this connection that the

to support Dixiecrat domination.
Further, the conception of states
rights is designed to keep the South
as a hinterland for reaction. From
it are elected Representatives and
Senators whose major concern is
support for the program of the most
reactionary sections of Wall Sfeet.
That is why Congress has taken no
action to curb this Dixiecrat conspiracy of governors, members of
state legislators, mayors and sher-

create a trade-union movement

t

union organization.

Negro liberation movement must be
seen. The question is, in the light
of this perspective what po,licy must
be advanced and fought for in order

to bring about democratic
for the whole South I

advance

The attempt of the Southern

to hold back dernocratic
progress presents the labor and
democratic movement with some
serious ideological and practical
problems. While the States Righters
do not call for secession today, they
do call for an open defiance of any
attempts to enforce the r3th, r4th
and r5th Amendments.
Bourbons

THE "STATES RIGHTS'' SLOGAN
Under the slogan of states rights.
legislation is being passed in various Southern states which aims to
subvert and nullify any progressive
decisions afiecting the Negro people.
Essentially, states rights means the
maintenarrce o[ the plantation economy, sharecropping and tenant farmirg. It means cheap labor in the
South. It guarantees protection for
the run-away shop. It hinders trade-

ifis against federally constirured authority. These Dixiecrat conspirators are the watchdogs of the bilIions reaped from Negro oppression
and from the backwardness of the
South by the biggest banks, the biggest insurance companies, the biggest industrialists and the biggest
plantation owners. The idea of
states rights represents medieval
barbarity in opposition to the interests of all Southern people-Negro
and white.
..HOME
R(JLE"

The second conception that must
be fought is the demagogy around
home rule. On the face of it, the idea
of home rule appears to be democratic in character. As used by

Southern Dixiecrats, however, it has
become a reactionary slogan. It is
based upon the denial of the right to
vote for Negro and white, and thus
becomes a guarantee

for the rule of
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the Southern planrers. It is not must boldly tackle and expose this
accidental that the greatest dema- fraud which denies equal rights to
gogy about home ru"le occurs -pre- the Negro people'
people form Neithlr the states rights docrine
lirEi, *h.r. the Negro 'pop,rlatio.,.
ror the home rule doctrine -provides
i|;^';;j;;i,y .i It.
.ol. by these ieaction- any basis for hope regarding the
idf.
"i'ho#
ary forces is aimed at checking ef- struggle for equality'. Tht reverse
,t.,. U^tto, for the"Ne- is true. Thcy.help to bolster the poi;;,ri;;;

litical rule oE the lnost reactionary
gro oeoo"le.
' Co'rrr.q.r.rrtly, this conception forces in the South'
proposals
means the control oi 1o."1 gou.rr- These are the two main
a declinmoment,by
the
at
advanced
?i"h.,,,
the
of
-.rri, by a minority
that
declares
most avaricious, most chauvinistii ing ruling class- which
the
in
end
never
will
elements in the countryside. It is a st['egatiJn
ot-conceptlon
type
this
is
It
South'
demand for the unreitricted right

or anto exploit the Negro people. It meins that large, masses in one form
B,t
challengeto
beginning
are
other
undeclared warfare
Progresthe
"g^i.rrt
with
sive forces in the toirns and C"iti.s not all challenge these views
are
There
ciarity'
of
p"rfri"g f". social reforms. If home same - degree
, consider
example,
for
yh?
liberals,
rule meant what it implies, the vote
oppression. of the Negro
that
be given to th; N.g.o

would
-the
"Fo. ^od people,
*hlch
tht
white mas#s in the South.

sharpest in the
blr.L B.lt area, is the result of the
large Negro concentration in that

is

il::rT:i:'T:.:'Jf;*:f ,T,"J,?-'n

terror and violence, states that the
will
police, health commissioners, tax as- solution of the Negro question
of
dispersal
is
a
there
when
;;;;, and officers i" tfr. irational be found

are abandoned, and the solution to
the problem is seen in proposals
which take the Negro away from
his homeland. Such a proposal may
sound ridiculous to advanced think-

ers in the labor and progressive
movement, but in Mississippi a bill
is now in the hopper of the state
legislature which would granr $r,ooo

to every Negro desiring to

move

from that state. It is obviously a false
and misleading proposal based upon
a denial of rights to which the Negro is entitled. Those who subscribe
to such views and yet call themselves

liberals are guilty of diversionary
practices which can only derail the
freedom struggle in the South.
Another group of liberals ofiers
still another solution. They are convinced that by education and persuasion the problems of the Negro
people can be solved. Therefore,
they de-emphasize the policies of
militant struggle against Bourbonry
and Wall Street oppression. The
fact is that they conceal who the
main enemy is and against whom the
blows must be directed. Talk about

educating the planters and the tycoons of
practices

Wall Street away from the
from which they coin billions is idle nonsense.

Belt. It is against this democracY
that the po"r.trt daY home rulers
use the ptlice and the courts, the
Ku Klux Klan and White Citizens
Council threats and econornic re-

ft follows that attitude will develop,;d d.**rrtic movement Here too, the rights of

Dressive measures.

Ii;;;t

Negroes
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REAL EDUCATION

AND PERSUASION

We are, of course, for education
and persuasion, but education and
persuasion should be based upon a
given policy. Such a policy requires
not only knowing the enemy but
knowing one's allies in the struggle
against the enemy. It demands
knowledge of the means to bring
about victory in the democratic strug-

gle. At the same time we point
out that in this regard the most effective aspect of "education and persuasion" is the enforcement of the
citizenship rights of the Negro people.

To the extent that this liberal
grouping supports the progressive
edicts of the Supreme Court and

pushes generally for social reforms,
its members are playing a vital role.

The liberals, along with other sections of the democratic movement.
will be able to achieve a clearer policy in an alliance with labor and thc
Negro people's movement. Only
such an alliance, with labor playing
a leading role, will guarantee a democratic reconstruction of the South.
In this respect Communists can make
a distinct contribution.

CIVL LIBERTIES UNDER

Civil liberties Under Socialism
(ANSWERS TO THE "MONTHLY REVIEW")

lrrousht about is uP to the maioritY

To The ManthlY Reurcw:
answer to the questions which
Political Affqirs tg io.tn
asked
you
in discussion, we would make the
following comments. We agree with
you, as any thoughtful Person mu.st,

In

ih^t "thoti answ.t, must
take a good d

of th"e American people' W'e Communists believe thit ultimately some
kind of workers and farmers govern-

necessarily

ought to be exp
And, as you s
about these qu
and frozenr" so our own vlews

are

suppression of political freedom "and
the right of dissent."
None of these assumptions is true.
That there have been extraordinary difficulties in the creation and

in

of

socialist democracy
the USSR-as with all great Pio-

development

neering events in historY-no one
will deny. The Soviet lJnion was
the f.rst country to establish Socialism. This was a truly epoch-making
achievement. It established the working class as the rulers of the country
and thus from its inception infinitely
enhanced the actual rights and freedoms of the masses. It had to carry
this out under conditions of complete capitalist encirclement, savage
interveniion, chronic espionage and
subversion financed from without.
It had to feel its way without anY
draw on, some-

k of

vigilance,

distortions
democracy shall be established by con-

,tltutio.,ri ,na democratic

processes !

(Potitical Affairs, Feb. r956, P' ro)'

and therefore cannot give a set series
of answers to set questions like a

catechism.

It is certain that

the

of develoPment toward Socialism in our country, and after'
will be different from the forms
it takes in other countrics.

course

The euthor of the questions You
submit assumes that there has existed a Marxist movement, notablY
in the Soviet lJnion, which advocates

We think that the General Secretary of the Communist PartY, Eugene Den.ris, expressed this idea well

workers and on the general public":
and that the Communist Parties ol
other lands advocate and Practice

when he said recentlY:

When and how Socialism will

be
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of

a

contrary nature to develop. But this
socialist democracy vigorously Proves
its real nature by the waY in which
it uncovers its own mistakes and

rouses the widest number of PeoPle
to join in correcting them. This could
rrot hrpp.., in a society based on the
in your correspondent's

"s.r-ptlo.rt
qLrestlons.
The American PeoPle's decision
for Socialism will take place after

Socialism has been triumPhant in
many countries. Our own country,
in such a new world situation, will
face nothing like the Problems of

SOCIALISM
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will vastly alter the forms
social development here as com-

stances

of

pared wtih other countries' With
this conception of the situation as
a background, our answers to the
questions are as follows:
Question

(if

r:

"IJnder what circum-

any) should civil rights in
a socialist America be denied to anti
socialist individuals or groups who are
not practicing, actively planning, or inciting violence?"
stances

There should not be any curtailment of the civil liberties of such
groups. But the key achievement
of Socialism in this field will be that
it will bring about the fullest fowering of civil liberties and political
freedom, first and foremost for the
overwhelming mass of the people
who are denied these liberties in the
fullest sense today.
Question

z: "Many

socialists, includpropaganda

ing the writer, believe that

which incites racial or national hatred
should be outlawed in a Socialist Amer-

ica, or even sooner. Can this end be
accomplished in a manner consistent
with the First Amendment? If nog
should the Constitution be amended.
and howl"
Racist propaganda should be outlawed now; there is no need to wait

the wars of intervention and the for a Socialist America for that.
Hitler invasion. There will be no This would no more challenge the
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First Amendment than do

libel

laws.

Question 3: "I
or virtually all
party inevitable
if rrot, would it
able

in a

of all
Y ong
state?

desir-

Socialist Americal"

general, the assumPtions in the
questi;n indicate a certain confusion
on the relation between parties and

In

democracy. The number

of

does not indicate the breadth

cialist America there maY well be a
coalition of popular and democratic
parties sharing iointly

ir. And in a socialist

in

state Pow'

America we
also be free-

believe that there will
dom for the functioning of a dissent-

or opposition Party so long
ing
"does
in efiorts

as

to
not engage
it
overthrow the government bY force

and violence.

Parties

of

de-

mocracy. There can be many Parties and no democracy, one PartY and
full democracy, two Parties and

guaranteed in a socialist America
[rorpt and individuals?"

to

It is not inevitable that a single
party shall control the mass media;

ihir'flo*t from what has been said
more democratic, than our two-party
system.

In the RevolutionarY Period of our
own history, and for some Years
thereafter, the general assumPtion

above. There will be access, we beIieve, to such media by other parties

(and no doubt there will
o. grorpt
"such
even in an America that
be

has made the democratic decision for

a new societY).
ject, we think,
public bodies ex
the vast maiorit

same as one-Party rule, nor does it
mean the non-existence of dissenting or opposition Parties. In a so-

eral public?"

There will be no "administrative

SOCIALISM
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imposition" of cultural standards in
a socialist America. Of course, cultures reflect their social bases; there

In conclusion: all who advocate
Socialism face a creative challenge

develop socialist standards out
of the people's needs and not out of

cialism more meaningful to our fel-

will

afiy "administrative

imposition."

"Administrative imposition" is the
of anti-socialist propaganda
coming for generations from capitalist apologists who so easily ignore
the visible and concealed imposition
of pro-capipalist standards in the
culture of today. Under Socialism
the people will seek and require higher standards than are permitted today; they will encourage art and
science, and artists and scientists
with a fullness and variety and freedom impossible today. Then our
national genius will truly flower.
bugaboo

in finding the ways to

make

So-

low-Americans. Obviously this rcquires popular education for Socialism and especially participation in the
mass struggle, joining hand-in-hand
with the labor movement, the Negro people, the farming millions, and
all Americans who seek to defend
civil liberties against McCarthyism
and racism, to defend peace against
the rvar-plotters, to defend the economic interests of the masses against
monopoly capital. Without this, Socialism in America would remain
only a matter of speculation and a
utopian dream.
Affairs.
-Political
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er of the Colored National Labor
IJnion, who pioneered in the cause

Foster: tighter for Correct Theoryo

of Negro-white labor unity; and Albert R. Parsons, great fighter for the
8-hour day whose last words, before

being executed in the Haymarket
frameup, were: "Let the voice of
the people be heard!" There was
Eugene V. Debs, fearless fighter for
peace and Socialism during the
World War I period; Big Bill Haywood, founder of the Western Federation of Miners and of the Industrial Workers of the World; and
]ohn L. Lewis, who made contribu-

By Beniamin J. Davis

Wrr.r.rerr Z. Fosrun's 75th birthday
celebration marks his achievements
as arr outstanding Marxist theoreti-

cian and historian.
Comrade Foster has written fourteen books, more than a hundred
pamphlets, and literally thousands
of magazine and newspaper articles.
He has already given the American
working class a big start in laYing
the foundations of a theoretical
structure comprising the application
of Marxism-Leninism to the specific
conditions of American reality and
history. These writings have brought
honor to our Party, our class and our
people. They have received from
Marxists all over the world a genuine
welcome and a positive aPPreciation. His works have been translated into every major language in
the world.
Foster's last six books, including
the Outline History ol the World
Trade [Jnion Mouemenr-his latest
written and Published be-were
tween his Toth and 75th birthdaYs.
At an age when financial magnates retire to an openly useless life,
revelling in pomp and circumstance,
Foster was making his biggest theoretical contributions. This took

persecution, with social securitY
turned into an instrument of harassment, and while illness saPPed his
strength, making even ordinarY activity a great trial.
But despite raging political storms,
Foster's books have been written
with the imperturbable calm of confidence. Their style sParkles with
His- works
simplicity
-writtenand clarity.
for new
and
youth
for
are
in
members
Party
Particular. A.I
,uorka. can understand them, and

any
For
ter's
of

them.

, Fos-

terms
method.
Marxist
the
grasping

***

In our labor history there are a

number of great personalities. Thus,
there stand out William H. SYlvis,
who formed the first national labor

organization based on the class struggle; there was Isaac MYers, the lead'Based upoo thc text of a spcch p-rep-ucd
for delivery ar the banquet in honor ot (-miui.-Fo"ti., held iq Nei, York Cirv, Marcb 9'
4o

tions in organizing the unorganized
on an industrial basis in the C.I.O.
Historians of the labor movement.

of their ideology, have already placed Foster's name beside
those of Sylvis, Debs, Haywood,
and others. When I was at Terre
regardless

Haute, Indiana, as I brorvsed about
the prison library, I found few labor
histories that did not mention Com-

rade Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, and
none that did not mention Foster,
most describing him as the greatest
strike strategist in the history of the
American labor movement. I hardly need to say that none of these
was a Marxist book.
For forty years Foster has struggled for correct theory. Permit me
to sketch just one of his varied theo
re tical contributions
perhaps his
- role
greatest-his leading
in the
Party's development of the consti
tutional road to Socialism.
An understanding of this question
and its significance is of profound
importance. Its mastery can come

4t

none too soon. T"he magnificent and

confident speech

of

Khrushchev at

the XXth Congress of the

Soviet

Communist Party projected this ques-

tion into the world market of

ideas

and discussion. The way the American monopolists, their press and paid

propagandists, have leaped at it,
demonstrates that, fortunately, it is
no internal debate exclusively for
Marxists.

The other day, the N. Y. WorldTelegram made this question its lead

editorial, nervously defending the
already shattered basis of the Smith

Act prosecutions, and atlempting
to prove that Roy Howard is the
leading Marxist of the country, surpassing even Mr. Dulles. This only
proves that the capitalist apologists

in a dither looking for a position on this question which would
be comfortable for their class" We
have news for them: there is no such
position. What's more, there were
several other contributions by the
Soviet Party Congress and none will
add to their sweet repose.
The workers and the people genare

erally are asking questions, and the
question of peaceful transition is today stimulating lively discussion in

the broadest circles. Certainly the
Negro people, wracked as they are
by capitalist force and violence in
the South, are deeply interested in
it. Everywhere it has opened up
possibilities of a new and broader
unity between progressive and liberal forces in our country.
Khrushchev declared that in view
of the historical situation in the
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world today it is now

Possible in
the "parto
achieve
various countries
liamentary transition to Socialism."

On the part of Khrushchev this
a bold theoretical step.

was indeed

What he did, among other things,
was to generalize the experience- of
historical development and of life
itself and the contributions of the
fraternal Communist parties of the
world. Khrushchev brought all this
and
the-

hof
the

world over.
The Comrnunist Parties of se'r'eral
countries were moving in ihis di-

munist Party and the Indicted l*ad'
ers, by Foster, in |uly, 1949. Said
Foster:

Previously I have stated that the
Communist movement, in this coun'

gally to elect
which could,

all

capitalist

direction of b

This process consists of three fundamental stePs, Foster wrote l
the election of a democratic government based on a broad
united fiont coalition of workers, farmers, Negroes, professionals, small b-usi

r. We propose

, Comrade Foster

.r.it rnJ.t and other elements, willing
,;r:.rn, against monoPolY, fascism and

So-

the work of Foster-a fully revolutionary theory.

It

completely refutes the cock-and-

bull charges of the government and
its stoolpigeons in Smith Act trials
that our Party-its leaders and members-advocates force and violenceSome capitalist apologists have
said that Khrushchev's contribution
at the Soviet Party Congress is a
"concoctionr" a mere trick. But, as
usual, this is false. On the contrary,
it reflects the continuity of MarxismLeninism through various and evolving historical periods and is fully
supported by the writings
Engels, Lenin and Stalin.

Nor are we merely

of Marx,
following

Khrushchev and the Soviet Communist Party. Such a charge is aimed
at severing the native roots of our
Party. Marxism is a science and like
all sciences, it is universal, resulting

in a similarity of thought among
all who adhere to it. At the same

role'

dreadful Pall fell

Rights and the
American Communist PattY was
compelled to fight for its life before
Tudse Medina, the PartY first Pubiirhld th. theory of the constitutional
road to Socialism.
It fell to the lot of the strike

the constitutional transition to

cialism as theorized by our Party in

time, it encompasses key differences,
in the application of that science, that
fow from the native traditions and

power of
monopoly

full

legal

force,

as

realities of each individual country.

The Communist Party began its
People's Frout orientation in r935

and has continued it ever since. It
has been reiterated many times by
various leaders of our PartY.
In 19481 Comrade Dennis said:

We should bring forward a pro

The position was Put forth in the
pamphlit In Defense of the Com'

These are the basic elements of

gram that will give the working class
end its popular allies a clear perspective for drastically curbing the power

T
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of monopoly capital and achieving governmental power for the people's coalition and thus for effectively undermining the social and economic basis of
fascism and extending democracy.

The constitutional road to
ism

Social-

in the Party proThe American Way, in ry54,

r,vas contained

gram,

stating: "The Communist Party declares that Socialism will come into
existence in the U.S. only when the
majority of the American people de-

it. The Communist
Party advocates a peaceful path to
Socialism."

cide to establish

*r *

n

Socialism is not now a practical issue in the vital 1956 elections. But, in

the present world context, one cannot stop with this negative placing
of the question. The idea of Socialism is beginning to engage honest
minds the world over. To the imperialists and the monopolists of the
Western world, it is understandably
a spectre. But to the working people, to the oppressed and colonial
people, to the exploited in any de-

it is beginning to be recognized
as a refreshing, liberating breeze.

gree,

When, in 1933, I joined the Communist Party, I was deeply inspired

by the perspective of Socialism,

I

as

was by the self-sacrificing struggles

of the Communist Party on immedi
ate issues. At that time, however,
Socialism was a more distant goal,
since world capitalism was not so
weak and Socialism not so strong.
The path toward that goal was not
receiving the emphasis that it re-
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'ceives

today-a relatively short

z3
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young orator in the nation, as do
the Negro Elks.

class action are wrong theories. This

Let me single out some of Comrade Foster's sterling attributes of

knowledged.
Foster fights today for the Ameri-

*

*

rr-rarkably deep-rooted class instincts.

That is why it is inevitable that as
he grew and matured in our labor
movement, he took to Marxism as a
duck to water and, in the process,
became America's outstanding Marx-

act10n.

(r) Running as a guiding

line

throughout his entire life are his

re-

His unshakable class instincts account for the depth and claritY of
his thinking and the breadth of his
accomplishments. It whetted his zest
for knowledge of all the complex
aspects of a worker's life. It is reflected in his burning hatred of capi-

(3) Foster is a champion of the
libeiation of nationally oppressed
and colonial peoples-and in particular of the full unconditional citizenship of the Negro people in America. His book, The Negro PeoPle
in American History, the first and
only Marxist history of its kind,

nlism.

demonstrates this.

its theoretician.

While seeking to move all strata
of workers, Foster, in the great
orllanizing drives he led, based his
prog,ram on the most exPloited sections of his class-in packing, for
example, the Negroes and the foreisn-born 'rvorkers; in steel, on those
who performed the dirtiest and most

fundarnental principle of every Leninist Dartv. Fraternal cornpetition
b;;;.;" Party members to make the

dangerous jobs. These were the most
militant workers in their industries.
(z) Foster is a man of action. Fos-

ter always expressed healthy conrempt for phrase-mongering or

fancy-Dan formulas and empty reso-

lutions, One major mass action. to
l'rim, was worth a thousand beautiful
open.
**it

Meanwhilc, we must ever keeP bc-

in part from his own mistakes, openly and self-critically ac-

he learned

can working class to add sound
theory to its genius for production.
With Foster theory is no longer the
exclusive domain of one man or
circle in our Party, but the property
and obligation of the whole membership. His appreciation of theory
is basid upon his being a man of

leadership.

somed forth and many new Young

+5

paper plans. However, he was
equally conscious that among the
prime obstacles to mass working-

His contributions for Negro liberation have been legion and have
been dramatically highlighted during his early labor activities. Under
Foster's leadership of the great packinghouse organizing drive in r9r7,

the first mass organization of Negro
rvorkers into the trade-union movement took place. FIe has been a bitter foe of all types of discriminatory policies against Negro, |ewish,

foreign-born workers, and all other
minority sroups. He sought to transmit to the labor movement his own

in the Negro
workers as among the staunchest
ffade unionists in the nation. He has
lived to see this dream become a
reality. He has viewed the Negro

boundless confidence
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workers not only as an inseParable
part of the multi-national American

working class, but in their sPecial
capacity as leaders of the Negro
people.
^
Foster accepts the challenge of
reality and Marxist science that the
white workers must take the lead
in battling the monopolist class for
the freedom of the Negro PeoPle
from chauvinist and national opPression. Simultaneously he has warned
against the bourgeois nationalism
tliat hinders Negro-white unity. On
more than one occasion, his Political initiative has been foremost in
our Party's developr-nent of the theoretical aird political weapons with
which to aisault the stronghoids
of white supremacy. When, it ry46.
our Farty re-established the Negro

the heroic role of Negro women rn

tional question.

an

interna-

is a serious test of our understanding
of the role and importance of our

ciples of Marxism-Leninism and
possessed with an inexhaustible passion for Socialism. During the last

few years, our Party stood up under
a very severe test, against blows
rained upon it during the height of
the McCarthyite war hysteria. The
Party, its leaders and members, did
not swerve in its main line-the
fight against war and for peace, the
6ght against fascism and for democracy and social progress. Despite
weaknesses

and errors, Iet

none

deny this rnonirmental achievement.
During this period, our Party lead-

it can retain onlf thiough ever new and

of the Negro

the U.S. had become

ers, Nabried and other Negro Com-

Above all, Bill Foster is a Communist, deeply devoted to the prin-

that our PartY had become the PartY

ist science to a re-examination of all

it is the Party, its role and its destiny which are central. To Foster:
the Party's the thing!
The fight for the return of our
leaders in prison and foreign exile,

munists bears a special relation to
the whole national liberation struggles of the Negro people in the
deep South and to the oppressed
colonial peoples of Africa.

question as a national question, Fos-

tLr assisted us, in adopting a whole
new approach
In 1946, we d
system of P
handed down
based our Party's position on Ameri

Let us not forget that the struggle
for the passport of the great people's

artist, Paul Robeson, and for the
freedom of Winston, Lightfoot and
Jackson, of Tom Dennis, Careath-

oeoole who have been heavilY inhu.'n..tl by the equalitarian way o[
life under Soviet Socialism'

PeoPIe, a dde

tiolder achievements for Negro
riehts. ManY fellow Prisoners at

TZrre Haute'had not forgotten the
names of Ford and Foster, showing the reservoir of good will still
.xlsting among the Negro people for
our party.
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ers and members fought like tigers
against a virtual McCarthyite lynch
atmosphere and they grew in the
bargain. This was our pride and joy

while we were

in

prison. Because
our Marxist Party can and will grow

into a full mastery of its responsiit is head and shoulders

bilides,

above all other political parties in
our land.

Although his own individual ini-

tiative and resourcefulness shine
through in his books and writinus,

Party. We are inspired by him to
build a mighty, mass Leninist Communist Party fired with passionate
advocacy of Socialism.
The collective method of work is
his stock in trade. He has consistently fought for collective leadership. His books were written and
published only after wide consultation with Marxists from Chile to
China. He advises steadily with
Comrade Dennis and many others
in his political work.
Finally, these qualities--and more
well be summed up as Fos-might
ter's farsighted leadership and world
or-rtlook. This is the faculty of being
a part of the present while seeing
and charting the path ahead. Every
Communist seeks to cultivate it.

Back in rg44 when

preached reliance

Browder

of the labor

ment on the good

move-

sense, peaceful in-

tention and leadership of the monopolies, Foster made a magnificent

contribution, by proclaimiirg that
after World War II these same monopolies would attempt to dominate the world and would bc the
main source of danger of atomic
world war. The whole last dccade
of the U.S.-inspired cold war has
conflrmed Foster's foresight. This
was the ideological foundation of
our struggle for peace, for the con-
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tion;
tributions of American people sentirecelv
struggle
the
o[
Geneva
ment to

ffir,'ir'."..*Lp, "i tt" l""iti6it-

:l#"
greetings are at the
tribute

"to the

$;rI::
'TT:l;
,same

staunchness

time

of

Ihe Econolnic 0utlook for 1956.

a

our

By David Goldway

powerful Peace and Progressrve
in our land'
in.c.s
-"
f ot ,A Years Foster was a worker
in basic industrY; 20 Years ' ,1"t:
labor organizer; 20 years a Polltlcal

Wuer rs rHE situation of the U.S.
its perspec-

economy and what are
dves

I

Such a question, important at any

time, takes on special significance
today in view of the approaching

Presidential elecdons. It has equally
great bearing on the developing eco-

nomic and legislative struggles of
labor and the people in the coming
months.

It

importance

likewise has far-reaching

in the battle of

ideas.

The dominant official

sounded

in the Economic

note,

Reporr ol

the Presidenl and voiced by numerous Cabinet members and Administration spokesmen, was one of b,rassy
optimism. Thus, the Economic Re-

port

speaks

its pace has slackened. . . . In short,
the rapid expansion of six or twelve
months back has given way to a
tamer movement. . . ." lndeed, Business Weeft (Jan. zB, 1955) finds that
the theme of the President's Economic Report is "How To Nurse

a

Slackening Boom."

The economic evaluation by the
trade-union movement was very
much on the cautious side. At its
February meeting in Miami, the
AFL-CIO Executive Council stated:
"It is expected that 1956 will be a
year of economic adjustments, with
some ups and downs. . . . For the
year as a whole, the volume of total
production of goods and services may

of our country as on be somewhat

"the threshold of a 4oo billion dollar
economy. Whether we observe eco-

nomic activity at the stage of pro-

duction, or employment, or income
disbursement, or consumer spend-

ing, we find evidence of

progress

and prosperity."
Coupled with this optimism, however, there is also a note of concern.

"The scope of economic expansion
has narrowed in recent months,"
the Econotnic Report states, "and
49

greater than

in

1955,

but probably not great enough to
provide sufficient job opportunities
for entrants into the labor force and
those who may be displaced by improving technology."
Similar guarded estimates have
come from the more sober business
economists and analysts.

It

is clearly in order for the whole

labor-progressive movement

to take

* Author's Note: This amicle is based upon

series

of

collective disossions.

a
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r. HOW

another look at the economic situa-

THE

THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
PROSPEROUS \MAS

1955 BOOMI

economlc Program.

AL the end of 1955, economic activity in the United States was at a
high point, following the ry53-54
deilin.-. The following statistics show
the trend of economic. activitY, bY
quarters:

Quarterly, rg53-55

Production

Gross Nationatr
Product
Billions of Dollars

rg47-49: roa

Annual Rate

Industrial
Quarter
1953

- |II

m
IV

1954

- rII

III
IV

ry55-r

II
III
IV

The ry7-54 slump was a limited
downturn of production, the third
since the end of World War II. (Of
course, such declines, while minor
in the broad movement of the cycle,
cause intense suffering to millions
of workers thrown out of work, to
farmers forced to vacate their homesteads, etc.)
The 1955 boom

Economic Indicators, Seasonally Adiusted

r34

86

362
369

r29

367
360

r35
124

358

124

358

r23

359

oB

367

r33

375

r38
r40

385
392
397

r44

Sources: Industrial production, Federal Reserve Board

Gross national product, Commerce Department

ro%. During most of 1954 Production maintained a level pace. A new
increase began during the final
quarter of 1954, and continued
throughout 1955, reaching a Point

in the press and over the
The gain ot 67o in the

airwaves.

1953 peak.

Prodwction

What follows here is an effort to
make an economic assessment-a
necessary preliminary to a people's

at the year-end about 6/o above the abound

5r

two and one-haif years since thz
of ry53, meant an average in-

spring
crease

t/o

of z/z7o per year, or less than

per year per capita, considering
the growth of the population.

THE PROFIT PICTURE
The most spectacular aspect of the
ry55 boom was undoubtedly the
mountainous profits reaped by the
capitalist class. Corporation profits

went far beyond
the prophecies of most forecasters.
At that, it is hardly deserving of the during the past three years
extravagant descriptions which in the following table:
CORPORATION PROFITS,

are shown

1953-1955

(billions)
Profits

Year
1952
1954
1955 (p)
p

-

Profits
before taxes

Profrts
after

taxes
$r7.o
r7.o
zr.6

$:8.,
34.o
43.2

Depreciation
$rr.7
r3.r
r4.5

after tax
plus dep.
$r8.2
30.r
36.t

preliminary

Source: U.S. Department

of

Commerce

These figures show that in 1955 creased only 6/o, profits after-taxes
profits jumped to record levels. rose zJ%o.
When depreciation allowances are
added to profits (a necessary calcu- LABOR AND THE BOOM
lation in order to take into account
While Big Business proclaims
the huge quantities of hidden profit
masked as depreciation), the profit

is

staggering. While Production between 1953 and 1955 in-

picture

its unprecedented Eisenhower "prosperity," this "prosperity" has by no
means created a happy situation for
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the workers, the farmers and
masses

the

of people'

The dominint industrial Pattern
of the past two Years was sPeed-uP'

Automation, time studY Plans, modi-

fied wage

systems, "engineering
changes"lall these were used to cut
labor"costs and sweat additional surplus value out of workers' The annuaT ioc'rease in manufacturing la-

below 1952, the peak Year.
All theie are average figures. Particularly dramatic were the increases
in productivity achieved by the giant
to invest hundreds
monopolies
"bl.
in automatic
billions
and
of miilions
equipment.
-Eich

General Motors tuorfter in
and trucfus,
1954. (This

the

manY

other items produced bY GM workers.) Speed-up and automation gave
extri r.78 cars, Plus other
GM
""
items-a total of $4,6oo extra output
turand

line
loyment.

eliminated unemPloYment,

left it

appreciablY higher
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agriculture are fewer than in 1953. of unemployment has fallen on the
The fact tirat this did not result in backs of Negro workers, youth,

increased general unemployment in women and other specially oppressed
1955 is explained by the expanded sectors of the population.
employment in trade, service, finance- A general examination of the

insurance-real estate,

ment.

J

.

and govern-

wage pattern during 1955 shows an
upward movement as compared with

A notable feature of the unemploy- rg54. Between October ry54 and
de- October ry55 straight-time hourly
pressed areas, with large and continu- earnings in manufacturing indusing unemployment. These include tries increased an average of B cents,
nol only the chronic "sick industry" or 4.5/o.Since there was more overcommunities, such as textile and time in certain industries, weekly
coal, but also an increasing number earnings increased somewhat more
of other industrial centers that have than this. The following figures
been made the victims of the run- show the net spendable weekly earnaway shop and the development of ings of a worker with three dependents, adjusted for changes in
automatron.
Characteristically, the major weight the cost of living.
ment picture is the persistence of

but has
than in

Net

Spendable Weekly Earnings
Worker with Three Dependents

man-hours of emPIoYIn mining,
"io/o
b.t*,en 1953 and
ment fell

Year

rg47-49 Dollars

1944

t95

r947

the
ma

$s8.ss
50.5r

r953

58.2o

r954
r955

6r.5o

[JnamPloyment

in

Thousands

Source

Iune

r952

t,8o7

r18r8

r,4r

r953
r954
r955

\674

r,562

7r@

3'724

3,347
2,679

8

2,893

2,3*

Sourcc: DePartment of Commerce

By |anuary, 1956,
reached z,885,ooo

unem.PloYment

bringtng rt to

of the peak level of

1954'

JJ"/o

: U.S. Department of Labor,

1955 preliminary

November

March

3383

58.r7

In addition, there is a considerable
amount of disgLrised Pardal un,
employment. |obs in industrY and

After increasing an average of a the end of ry55 averaged $79.52, o,
little better than a dollar a week each $4;35 a year (provided there was
year betweefl rg47 and 1953, real steady work throughout the year).
spendatle earnings increased more But the Heller Budget for a wagethan three dollars per week in ry55, earner's family of four called for $5,and for the first time surPassed the 465 a year, or $ro5.rr a week. The
deficit for a one-worker family tryWorld War II level.
Nevertheless, wages continued to ing to live on this minimum Heller
lag far behind the cost of living. Budget standard would thus be
Weekly wages in manufacturing at $25.29 a week. This helps to explain

why so many workers' tamilies haue
to haue more than one tuage earner.
It also explains the pressure on workers to work overtime.
Moreover, the average wage figures listed above blanket a wide
spread in the wage levels of the
workers. Large numbers were in
the chiefly unorganized and lowerpaid categories (unskilled, Southern
workers generally, etc.) and received
well below the average. For example, the Southern average wage
for factory workers is $r.36 an hour
cents below the Northeast av-3r
erage, 44 cents below that of the
Middle West, and 58 cents below
the Far West.
Further, as noted earlier, the trend
of employment was away from industry and into trade and service
occupations, where workers are not
as well organized and generally paid
less for longer hours of work. Hence
the trend toward trade and service
occupations represents a lowering
of standards of employment and
earnings. At the same time it reveals a narrowing base of productive
workers in the economy, which in
turn makes for greater economic instability.

The foregoing facts serve to explain why the workers of our country, in the hey-day of this "boom,"
have nevertheless been compelled to

wage bitter strikes. The central

demands

of

these struggles also re-

flect the economic factors described
above.
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The Westinghouse strike (still going on as this is written) is not only
historic for its duration and the unbroken determination of the workers, but also for the fact that its focus is the fight against the company's attempt to institute speedup, eliminate jobs and cut wages
through new time-study procedures.
During 1955, the auto-workers,
in sharply-contested negotiations,
wrested from the giant corporations supplementary unemployment
benefits, as well as pension improvements. Immediately after the
contract signing there followed a
sweeping wave of plant strikes in
which the workers gave expression
to their feeling that their demands
for curbing speed-up had to be included.

The question of definitely shortening the hours of labor is not only
arousing a wide discussion in the

labor movement; it has already become, in some instances, a direct
demand in negotiations.
Taking all this into account, it is
clear that while unemployment fell
somewhat and average wages increased, 1955 was not a "boom year"
for the workers. In addition to their
grievances against speed-up, high
living costs, taxes and intolerable
working conditions, throughout the
boom they have had a deep uneasiness about the stability of the economy. Fear of depression has permeated the mood of the workers
and has influenced their struggles.

THE FARM

CRISIS

product prices have fallen

An outstanding contradictory feature of the 1955 boom was the continuing and deepening farm crisis.
The boom did.not touch the agricultural sector of the economy at all.
On the contrary, the farm crisis has
deepened during the period of the
upturn.

Why has the agricultural

crisis

been so severe and persistentl Why
has the general upward movement
of the economy in the past few years

not been able to pull

agriculture
with it, but on dre contrary has only
deepened the farm crisis?

While there has been a general
industrial boom, domestic consumption of farm products increases at a
snail's pace. Millions of low-income
families are still unable to aflord
adequate diets. Meanwhile, the foreign markets for U.S. agriculture
are s.lashed by the militarization of
official foreign trade policy, by the
general shrinkage of the capitalist
world market and the growing competition in it, and by the Government's policy of prevenring develop,
ment of trade with the socialist
world.

Agriculture, the most scattered of
domestic industries, has been a

55

spe-

cial prey for the huge financial, industrial and processing monopolies.
As these monopolies have extended
their domination over the economy
as a whole, they have applied the
price "scissors" against the farmers
at a catastrophic rate, While farm

as a result
increased productivity and intensified competition, prices-of the farmers' means of production have risen.

of

At the same time the prices paid
by the ultimate .orrrr*.1, for iood

and other agricultural products have
been gradually rising.

Within agriculture,

concentration

has also developed at a more rapid

rate than ever before. Large ca-pitalist farms, often run
Iid.li.r.,
", highly
by . wealth-y - industrialists,

mechanized, have increas.d proIu._
tivity and flooded the markeis with

products turned out

at low

cost.

These few farms fourish even with
reduced prices, at the expense of the

overwhelming majority of workine
farmers. Through all sorts of del
vices, the rich farmers make a mock-

restriction"

truly enorhandsome
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nual report in lanuary, 1956, aftet
surveying data on manufacturing

for the first half of ry\J, noted:
".
while the prosperity of 1955

of curtailing

production, lowering
parity ratioi ind seeking to drive
rno.. frt- families off the land,

only

serves

to

sharPen

the farm

crlsls.

AII

these elements have combined

to depress farmers' prices received
and net income. Between r95r and

brought a profit rate of r4.4 Per cent
to th. biggest corPorations, the
smallest group reported earnings in
the first six monrhs of 4.4 per cent."
It concludes its exarnination of
the relative position of big and small
'business

with

these words:

doctors and engineers, fared a little
better. Such categories as govern-

as

ment workers, pensioners, and others
on fixed incomes received little relief. In general, it can be said of

the middle strata that the muchvaunted "prosperity" passed them

by.

II. THE SHAKY

FOUNDATIONS

OF THE BOOM

"National security" spending holds

at above $4o billion per year. This
is three times the pre-Korean level,

severe than

A

in

ry54

by-product of the crisis in agri-

culturi ls the forcing of hundreds
of thousands o[ PeoPle out of farming each year, especially Negro tenani, arld ,h"...toPP.ts on the Southern plantations. This Phenomenon

to the

unemPloYment

"o.rt.ibrrt.t
oroblem. and cotlld be a serious facio, *h.r, a general economic downturn develops' In addition, it is cutting the market for farm - equiPrneit and other commodities bought

reap record profits while the general
run of small enterprises are worse ofi
than they were three Years ago. If small manufacturers are lagging so
parade

of

an

lffX":l,tlt

ction
nomic activity in the future?

of

eco

The same Senate Committee, quot-

ing Dun and Bradstreet figures on
thE rate of business failures in 1954
highest rate in the Past rz
-"the
vears"-indicated that the failure
iate would be at least as high in

and thirty times the pre-World War

II level. This truly

ex-

European countries, is, of course, the
most dire source of national inse-

curity. But its economic efiect is
considerable, especially since mili
tary spending provides the monopolists with assured markets and a very
high rate of profit.
The budget submitted by the Eisenhower Administration to the present
session of Congress shows that the
government's perspective is not only
the continuance of staggering sums

for military

by farmers, and thus weakening the
industrial econorny as well.
THE BOOM AND THE
MIDDLE CLASS

for military

Small business and the middle
classes shared little if at all in the

As long

prosperity.
- The U.S. Senate Select Committee
on Small Business, in its sixth an-

enorrtous

penditure, which exceeds the entire
national income of several major

purposes,

but an

in-

crease. Nearly a billion dollars more

outlays is called for,
while expenditures for "civil benefits" come to less than 13 per cent
of the total budget.

the plight of the nation's teachers
reached the level of a national scandal. Some other professiernals, such

tinues

as

its

the administration con-

"positions

of

strength"

foreign policy, it demands the enormous taxation needed to maintain
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the arms burden. Military spending
remains the keystone of the Administration's Keynesian theory of "managed economy," through which it
pllrports to make the system proof
against depression. However, once

the faltering economic structure has
been propped up by arms spending,
the military sector tends to become
a permanent feature of the economy.
But of all the economic devices at
the disposal of the capitalist class,
military spending most sharply aggravates the contradictions of the
system. Far from being a prop to
the economy in a long-range sense,
it is bound to increase the factors
leading to crisis-not to speak of the
burdens it imposes on the people
and the dangers of war adventurism
that it opens up.

In addition to making military
spending and arms production a
"built-in" feature of our economy,
the Administration has intervened in
the economy to maintain the high
rate of profir of Big Business in a
number of other ways. Tax concessions, rapid depreciation write-ofis,
and various similar devices have
been developed.

It is estimared thar

the U.S. Treasury alone loses $8
billion a yea;, through tax loopholes
for the rich. Give-aways of natural
resources, monetary and credit ma-

nipulation-these have becn raised
to new levels by the Cadillac Cabinet.

The Administration does have
for afiecting the

some possibilities
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economy to a certain degree through

non-military means, which it maY
call into play: substantial revision
of its position on tax cuts; substantial alGration o[ its position on foreign aid and trade, especially, EastWest trade; as well as revival of the
massive road-building Plan, additional credit measures, etc. But these
are as yet possibilities-not actual
policies.

AUTOS, HOUSING AND
CREDIT

In addirion to the continuing
high level of arms spending, autos
and housing construction played a
key role in sparking the 1955 boom.
The

degree

of the expansion of

two industries was made possible only by an unprecedented extension of credit.

these

In ry55 the auto

just under

B

industry produced

million cars, a spectacu-

lar record. People spent 30 Per cent
more money on new cars than in
either 1954 or 1953. With the auto-

cluding Curtice of General Motors
and Romney of American Motors,
as well as business and labor-economists, have been predicting a ro to
ry7o decline in production in 1956.
At the end of February, GM produc-

tion was down 7%, Ford

2o%,

and Chrysler 3o7o. This not only
means significant layoffs in auto
(7o,ooo by March rst), but also has
a widespread effect, fust and foremost, on the steel industry, as well
as on related branches of production.
The decline in auto sales obviously
in store for ry56 reflects the fact that
a saturation point in the auto market
has been reached, largely because 1955

oversales "borrowed" from the 1956
market. The only answer the leaders
of the industry have been able to
find is to seek better sales techniques

and longer+redit terms. But sales
tcchniques cannot put money into
the pockets of customers. And credit
terms clearly cannot go much beyond
their present limits-at a certain
point it becomes more economical

to give up the old car than to conmobile industry and allied industries tinue the payments.
Housing construction volume
employing well over a million people and using almost one-fourth of jumped from $rr.9 billion in :.953
the country's steel as well as huge to $r3.5 billion in 1954 and to $16.6
quantities of other materials, this billion in r955-another powerful
had much to do with the broad in- stimulus to general industrial activity. Detailed examination, howcrease in industrial activity.
As the year drew to a close, how- ever, reveals some serious weakever, the industry left in the hands nesses.
First, new housing starts declined
of its dealers a legacy of 8oo,ooo unsold new cars. Production in the in 1955, from an annual rate of rYz
early months of 1956 dropped mark- million in January to less than r.z
edly. Leaders in the industry, in- million in December. This decline

was not immediately felt because
work on houses continues over a
long period of time. Thus, "work
put in place" reached its peak rate
of $r7.2 billion a year in midsummer.
At the end of the year it had fallen
to a $r5.9 billion rate.
Second, the pattern of housing
construction shows that private nonfarm construction declined most,
while the over-all figures were kept
high by a considerable increase in
commercial construction and modernizing of office buildings, retail
stores and supermarkets, etc. (mostly in suburban areas). The decline
in residential construction is most
significant, since this type of construction has the most powerful effect on the general economy, bringing in its wake commercial construction, a market for household hard
goods, etc.

The housing boom of the past few
years was greatly assisted by the
marked easing of government credit.
Mortgage loan repayments were
lengthened to 30 years, and down
payments were eliminated in certain
cases. But the basis for the housing

boom lay in the rapid growth of
population and family formations
in the post-war years, coming on the
heels of a long period (the 3o's and
the war years) when housing construction was relatively at a standstill.

These housing boom factors

are

now weakening and indicate that
a limit is being reached, not only
i11

terms of credit potentials, but also
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as regards "effective demand." This
is reflected in the declining rate of
residential construction.

The most significant critical feature of the 1955 boom was the overextension of credit. Today, gross
debts, government and private, are
approaching $75o billion, and are

rising more rapidly thal the national income. Particularly dangerous is the rise in consumer debts
for home mortgages and installment
purchases.

During the years r95e54

home

mortgage debt and installment debt
increased about $ro billion per year.
But in 1955 those debts increased
by $r8-r9 billion, or almost twice
as rapidly.
Up to 1953, while consumer debts
were rising, the dollar increase in
"consumer disposable" income (in-

come after taxes) was increasing

by larger amounts. But in ry54 and
again in 1955 the increase in consumer debts was $4.5 brllion more

than the increase in consumer disposable income. In terms of percentage, consumer income increased

a little over 6% from

1954 to

while consumer credit increased about r47o. In other
1955,

words, despite nominal increases in
income, tens of millions of workers
are afiected by declines in available
cash income, after making payments
on debts. The Federal Reserve Board
pointed out that consumers are using
a record rr.8 cents out of every takehome dollar to pay installment debts,
and are going into fresh debt to the

tune of r4.r cents per dollar of takehome pay. This is in addition to the
mounting paymeDts on mortgage
debts.

Obviously this borrowing from
Peter to pay Paul cannot go on Ior-

ever. The effect of accelerated
credit expansion is temporarily to
srimulate profitable investment and
expand

gaging
people.

when t
rising at a rate faster than the increase of their debts. When this
state of affairs ends (as aPPears to

be the
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case

at the

Present time)

then credit will have to be drastically curtailed.
Above all, credit expansion threatens a crisis in PaYments, stemmlng
from the liability of working people
to pay installments when due. This
could have profound interacting etfects on the movement of the economy as a whole. One of the significant features of earlier post-war de-

leaders and economists are "viewing
with alarm" the consumer debt,
which has now passed the $32 billion mark. Typical of their reaction
is the following aacount of the views
of credit men when polled by the

New Yorll Times (J^n. 3, ry56):
They point out that, with

retail

credit stretched as it is, the companies

in the wholesale and manufacturing
fields supplying these goods to retailers
also are extended substantial reductions in sales at the consumer level
could touch off chain reactions all
dolvn the 1ine. The reserves in many

it

was stressed, cannot withstand extended periods of poor
smali businesses,

business.

The big bankers and their agencies in Government are thus confronted with a major dilemma.
While they are alarmed at the overexpansion of credit, their knowledge
of the actual instability of the economic situation today leads them to
fear that any restraint of credit may

clines (1948-49 and rg53-54) was that
they were not accomPanied bY PaYments or financial crises. This is to

Iead to collapse

be explained, in part, bY the fact

of the boom. Thus,
the Economic Report of the President calls for stand-by authority to
control credit, but carefully refrains

that while debts were rising, this rise
was not out of ProPortion to the

from recommending any action at the
present trme.

qrowth of consumer disPosable inIo-.. As indicated, the situation
is difierent today. A decline in production and employment could touch
off a severe Payments crisis, with

a chain reaction on the

economy

as a whole. This is one of the

ons why more and more

reas-

business

Along with the alarming growth
of credit that characterized the 1955

in speculation. The most obvious indica-

boom was also an increase

tion of mounting speculation was the
upward movement of prices in Wall
Street. This, as well as other forms
of speculation (real estate, commodi-

6r

ties, etc.), refected an excess supply
of money capital confronted by relatively limited investment possibili
ties having a sound basis.

ultimate reckoning. And should labor collaborate in these schernes,
should labor not resist the efforts
by big business to get still nore concessions through Government-the

PROFITS AND INVESTMENTS

will be the share of the
majority of the population in the
boom, and the more drastic the
blow to them of the following crisis.
What is the outlook for capitalist
investment nowl
Private and government surveys
forecast an increase of zz per cent
in business spending for plant and
equipment during 1956. Of course,
more trifling

As a consequence of speed-up, inof labor, unprecedented
tax concessions and give-aways by
the Eisenhower Administration, and
the maintenance of monopoly prices,
tensification

the capitalists attained record profits
rr7 1955.

This rise in profits stimulated

a

in the investment of
capital. By the end of 1955 capiral
sharp increase

investment in new plant and equipment was at about $3r billion, an alltime high.
The expansion of profits and capital investment is of course the founda-

tion of capitalist booms. But it is at
the same time an expression of the
basic contradiction of the system, the
contradiction between sociil production and private appropriation. The
feverish increase in profits and their
reinvestment in new plant intensifies
the contradiction between the swiftly
growing productive capacity and the

very limited rise in the workers'
consuming power. At a certain point
the employers will no longer be able
to realize their profits fully by sale
at peak prices, ow-ing to the limitecl
market. At that point, the contradiction resolves itself by economic
crisis, with all that that entails. Tax
concessions, credit tricks, speed-up
schemes-none of these can avoid the

statements

of

business corporations

their investment plans
do not represent firm plans, as in
a socialist society. Comparisons by
concerning

economists show that the actual investments of individual firms vary
enormously from their announced
"plans." These individual variations

may or may not balance out, depend-

ing on

broader economic develop-

ments. Thus, the sharp rise

in

capi-

tal spending effected during r955 was

expected in the plans of the
big corporations prior to that year.
Similarly, under other conditions,
"plans" for a sharp rise can be converted into the actuality of a decline.

not

Particularly publicized have been
the expansion plans of General Motors and U.S. Steel. Aside from the
fact that the manner of their anlrouncement shows an unconcealed

political purpose of making propaganda for the Eisenhower Administration, rvhat is to be expected from
these plans I General Motors may
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well decide to take advantage of

a

declining market for autos to further
rationalize and automatize its plants.
and expand its capacity to meet com-

such exPansion is
ative and could be
inued if and when the
a turn for the worse'
Steel capacity expansion likewise
rests on considerations of speculation
and competition, as well, PerhaPs, of

stock-piling

in

anticipation

of

the

coming union negotiations and the
possibility of a strike.

How

assured are

the

general

"plans" for ry56? Already these plans

have been converted, to a considerable degree, into construction contracts and machinerY orders. New
orders for machinery, which aver-

ofi. In

1955 the backlog of unfilled
orders rose but slowly. At the yearend it was still only about two-thirds

of the level existing at the ehd of
-,952. The capital goods backlog
as a whole, and for the machinerY
industries in particular, remained
at under four months of sales, about
the same as a year earlier.

a

Of

course, these averages conceal
considerable volume of long-Pe-

riod-of production items. But the
general picture is that any significant decline in new orders will be
followed within a few months bY a
decline in production in the capital
goods industries. Cutbacks in automobiles and other durable consumer

goods industries could easily
such a result.

U.S.

lar sharp rise.
Certainly this guarantees a high
level of aitivity in the capital goods

have

AND WORLD ECONOMY

Another factor that contributed to
the 1955 boom was the much more
impressive boom in most of the
capitalist countries of Western Europe, especially West GermanY. The
boom in these countries, for the first

time able to develop more or less
normally since the end of World
War II and the Korean War, had
a positive efiect on the United States

economy. Non-military exports in-

creased 27. in 1954, and another
9-ro'/o in 1955. Almost all of the increase was in exports to \Mestern
Europe.

created a huge backlog'
which took about two Years to work

War II,

Ironically, the United States capitalists indirectly benefited from the
expanded trade between Western
Europe and the socialist countries,

wl'rich increased the ability of West
European countries to finance purchases here, and increased their need
for additional imports.
Even the chronically sick coal industry received a shot in the arm,
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feature of the post-war economy was
its extreme instability, as evidenced

by the three downturns

since the
end of the war.
The general factors making for

the post-war boom are now apof tons for the proaching exhaustion and the factors
steel mills of the Ruhi and other making for economic crisis are maturing. Neither an arms economy
European areas.
Now the situation appears to [e nor any other form of operation by
changing. Although during the first Ilovernment or Big Business can
post-war decade the capitalist coun- eliminate the contradictions of the
supplying millions

of Europe were wracked by
acute financial and political crises,
conditions were far from ready for
a typical capitalist crisis of overproduction. This condition helped to
tries

moderate the declines

in the econ-

omy of the United States, providing
expanding markets for goods and
outlets for capital investment while
European capitalist economy was re-

covering and developing. Today,
it has recovered and the
U.S. faces expanding competition
from Western Europe.

however,

III.

PERSPECTIVES AND

PR.OGRAM

The recovery and boom of 1955
a continuation of the general
post-war economic boom in the
was

U.S., based on the rebuilding of wardevastated Europe, on the dominant

capitalist system which make

crises

inevitable.
This does not mean that any par-

ticular downturn

automatically

marks the onset of the crisis phase
of the cycle. (The 1953-54 downturn
was succeeded by the 1955 boom.)
The analysis outlined in this article indicates that 1956 will probably witness a downturn in produc-

tion. The main civilian elements
that contributed to the 1955 boom

credit expansion,
-autos,
etc.-appear to have lost their viab,le
force. The agricultural crisis continues to deepen. The Administration rvill try of course to limit any
housing,

decline, through measures discussed

earlier

in this

article.

CONCLUSION

As

1956 develops, labor

and the

of the U.S. in the world people need to intensify their strugcapitalist market, and on the re- gles on the economic front. With a
plenishment of shortages inherited tightening economic situation, emfrom World War II, as well as the ployers are determined to make the
arms economy built up for the Ko- workers carry the full load of the
position

rean War and as part of war prepa-

capitalist system's economic difficul-

rations

ties. They are resisting even the most

for the future. A

central
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modest wage demands and are
mounting an open-shop counter-offensive. All this underlines the importance of sharply stepping up the
wage fights, the organizing drives
and the legislative and political
suuggles of the newly merged AFLCIO and all other people's organizatlons.

What economic policies are being
offered to the American people bY
the Eisenhower Administration I
The central principle enunciated in
the President's Economic RePort is

THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOI(

with much of the position of

the
Eisenhower Administration, called

for: r) greater attention to the need
of family-sized farms and more
widespread distribution of farm surpluses at home and abroad; z) aid to
small business through anti-trust

ac-

tions, tax revision, elimination of

price

discrimination,

equitable allocation

tracts;

. and

of defense

more
con-

3) a "thorough review"

of

the administration's natural resources
policies; 4) greater aid to disressed

areas;5) no tax reduction unless
that "lasting prosperity of the Nation "required [o assure full use of our
depends f,ar more on what indi- productive capacity and full employviduals do for themselves than on ment"; 6) "greater equity in our
what the Federal Government does tax laws"; 7) vigorous use of credit
or can do for them." The Policies to bolster the faltering auto and
flowing from this principle, as ex- housing booms; 8) expansion of for'
perience shows, add up to the fol- eign trade; 9) no consumer credit
controls now, but study leading to
Iowing:
r. Continuance and expansion of possible controls later.
This position, while containing
military spending.
z. Giving all possible aid to Big some features of value to the people
Business throtrgh

tex

concessions.

giveaways, and other forms of sPecial interest treatment.
3. Denying any aid or relief to
farmers and other "less flourishing"
sectors of the population.
4. Keeping welfare spending

proach has been put forward bY the

ihree leading Democratic presidential aspirants in their camPaign
speeches.

to

a

minimum.

The position of Congressional leaders of the Democratic PartY was ex-

pressed most recently (March t)
1956) in their "supplemental Views
on the Report of the |oint Commit-

tee on the Economic

is obviously far from adequate.
A somewhat more advanced aP-

RePort,"

chaired by Sen. Paul Douglas' This
statement of views, while agreeing

The AFL-CIO has put forward

a more extensive economic Program. At its most recent meeting (February 4, ry56) the Execu-

tive Council put forward the following proposals "to serve the advance of human welfare, as well
as to sustain full employment": r)
substantial wage increases; z) reduction of the tax burden on low-
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rLncl-midclle iLrcome families; 3) fed- put forlvard an economic prog.-ram,
crll aid to distressed arels; 4) a $r.25 more complete and up-to-date thaLr
lniLrimurn wage; 5) federal aid to its previor-rs ones. This program
cducation ancl an expanded school shor-rld have the aim of defending
lruilding l)r'osr,un; {r) :rrr exlcrrsivc and improving the living conditior-rs
roacl,buildiLrg ancl hospital consrruc- of the American rvorkers, the Negro
tiorr program; 7) a federal housing people, and the nrass of farmers and
other middle class strata. It shor-rld
I)rog..rilrTl to guarantee 2,ooo,ooo new

housing units; 8) relaxation of the
Administration's "l-rard mor-rey" ar-rd
"tight-credit" policies; 9) a program
to raise farm frLmily incomes and

advance me.lsLrres to assllre the rvell,
heiug c,l tlre pcoplc in r perce-linrc
ecollomy and to l)rotect them against
the e[Iects oF thrertc'rring ecour,mic

encoLrrage consumption

crisis.

of

farm

products.

'fhis program has rhe ourstanding
virtue that it emphasizes a numhei
of the immediate economic needs
of the worl<s aLrd the people. An ef-

for these demands
necessity of the entire
labor end people's movement.
Horvcver, lherc rrrc mlrry imporfective campaign

is a prime

tant shortcornings in the AFL-CIO
ecc.,nomic a;rproach. Among them
:rre: r) the frlilure to call for.sub.sturtial cuts in the arms budget, the
funcls so saved to be used for tax
cuts and for expandins social we1fare ; z) tl're absence of even the elemcnts of ary pr.)granr to curb the
monr,polies; 3) rhe absence of any

plans to eiintinate obstacles to thc
expansion of tore igrr tr:rcle-espe-

cially East-West trade; 4) the abin the economir progrnm of
:rny propos.Js to fr-rlfill the special
rrceds of labor's :rllies-especially rhe
Negro people-as well as the youth,
sence

snrall business.

etc.

It is irr orde r for the advancecl

lrthr,r-progrq5sive rnovcmerrt

lo lgain

It sht,trlcl, r,f course, irrc,,rPt,rate the main features of labc.rr's
Present ecoDomic progrant a[d

thus base itself on demands thar have
the widest slrpport amonlJ the peoplc,
and particul:rrly the organized labor
movemert. BLrt it shoulcl couple these

with more advnced proposals in the fields t.,f struggle
against the monopolies; for foreign
aid rvith no strings attached; against
trade barriers ancl arms spe ndiLrg
rrtd otht r feltur,'s ol our ec()n(,my
rvhich actually hinder the rvinniLrg
of the worliers' immediate clemancls.
It should assll me thc tash of
iufluencing Cc.,ngress and the Eis,
enhower Administration to make
concessions to the people's neecls and
irrterests noru. ts rvell irs to influenc,
ing the conrse of the election c:rnrdernands

palgn.

The

tirr-ie

for

arlvaLrcing sr-rch

a

progrxm is propitious-rvith elections ol) the horiz.orr, r.vith new
strength in a mergecl labor move,
ment, irnd rvith il new spirit of
struggle alive arnong the American
people.
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